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troube Farm To
Host July 22
r field Day

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, July 14, 1949
Governor Found Dead

Purpose Is To Study
Results Of Soil Improvement Program;
Books Are Co-Sponsors

Wheat Loan Rate
Is $2.10 A Bushel,
Chairman Says

BIDDLES IN YACHT EXPLOSION

Official Receipts To
Be Obtained From
A. P. Day And Turned
In To AAA Office

ealdwell county's "Successful
ener Field Day" will be held
22, on the farm of Ray-

Wires, Cables And
Telephone Poles
Are Taken Down

Killed In Yacht Blast

K. U. Will Remove Its
Lines In Business
District When New
Connections Are Made

Bids On Filtration
Plant Voted Too
High By Council
Engineers Recommend
New Bids Be Asked;
Lowest $30,000 Above
Estimated Cost

The loan rate of 1949 wheat,
A crew of workmen for VI,
Bids for constructing the city's
U. S. grade 1 is $2.10 a bushel in
Southern Beil Telephone Coin
water improvements were openCaldwell county, Willis S. Traypany was busy this week reed at Monday night's Council
Stroube eight miles south
lor, chairman of the Caldwell
meeting and upon recommendamoving cables and poles from
County AAA, has announced.
,..aceton on the Cadiz road,
tion of Black and Veatch, en
Farmers who want to take adsidewalks in the business secannounced by County Agent
gineers, represented at the sesvantage of the support price by
tion.. of Princeton .
and the
Mabry.
sion by E. L. Filby, of Kansas
getting a government loan should
by
sponsored
program,
remainer of the poles and wires,
City, Mo., all bids were rejectcontact A. P. Day, Princeton
,gricultural Extension Servbelonging to the Kentucky Utilied as being too high, and reWarehousing
Company,
immedi,nd the local banks, will be
ties Company, will be taken
advertisement for new bids was
ately for storage, Mr. Traylor
rem 10 o'clock to 3 o'clock.
down "as soon as property ownordered
September 12 being
said. Mr. Day will give them an
day
field
will
,the
Purpose of
ers and merchants mdice confixed as the date for opening
official receipt for the wheat
wellof
a
to study results
nection with our power line in
new bids.
Gov. Beauford Jester of Texas showing weights, grades and
ruled, long-time soil improvethe alley at the rear of Main
The engineers' estimated cost
o
the
r
pertinent
information
(above)
Maj.
was
Gen. Vernon E. Prichard
found dead the
program which has resultstreet stores," R. S. Gregory,
of the water improvements was
morning of July 11 in his Pullman which can be turned in to the
(above), the director of Army
yields.
crop
increased
;
K. U. district manager said.
AAA office for the loan, he expublic relations, was killed Sun- $106,976 and the lowest bid subStroube's yields are nearly berth in the Southern Pacific deThe telephone cables and wires day when
pot at Houston, Tex. Justice of plained.
a 50-foot pleasure craft mitted called for an expenditure
they
were
as
large
times as
will all be removed from Frank- exploded
of $136,000.
Wheat eligible for loan must
Peace
Tom
and
Maes
said
sank after leaving
the
govern:ears ago when he took over
lin street to Donovan street on its
It was estimated it will take
or was believed to have died of a contain not more than 14 permoorings at the Corinthian
farm.
Main this week, it was stated, Yacht Club on the
approximately a year to comcent
moisture,
coronary
Mr.
Traylor
said.
Potomac
occlusion,
a
River
blood clot.
A committee selected the farm
and the K. U. hopes to complete at Washington, D. C. Eight
The wheat producer is to pay
(AP Wirephoto)
others plete improvements.
Sir. Stroube for the demonits part of this work in the near were injured. (AP Wirephoto)
Report showed tax collections
a service fee on the wheat loan
because
proof
program
• on
future, Mr. Gregory said. Some
since the first of July exceeded
of one-hat a cent a bushel OA
Col.
Anthony
Drexel
J.
Biddle
(left)
wife
and
stand
his
at
achieved by the owner.
$6,000. Interest coupons, total-the number of bushels under the scene of an explosion (July 10) of the yacht Halyeon in which of the merchants already have
,ad Mrs. Stroube bought the
ing $1,032.50, representing semiloan, or $1.50, whichever is Maj. Gen. Vernon E. Prichard, Army public relations chief, was hooked on to the power line beof 250 acres in 1934, for
annual charges on the City's
greater, he added.
killed. The yacht exploded at a dock in Washington, D. C. Four hind their stores, while others,
an acre.
$59,000 worth of general obligaLoans will bear interest of other persons were hospitalized. Witnesses credited former am- who were notified only recently,
moved
s
Stroube
the
.fore
have not yet had time to get
tion bonds, were reported paid.
three percent yearly and inter- bassador Biddle with a heroic job of rescue. (AP Wirephoto)
Re.. D. V:. Schulherr
place rented for $100 a
this work done, the K. U. manBilly Newsom, Lem Morse and
est will accrue from the date of
Work
Progresses
On
and the corn yield was
To Do Graduate Work
ager said.
Gardner White sought informadisbursement of the loan, notSchedule Despite
rimately 20 bushels an
Several old poles, which have
tion and clarification regarding
withstanding 'the printed proviAt U. S. C.
Now the average acre yield
carried the telephone company's
parking rules and regulations of
Heavy
Rains
Rev. David W. Schulherr has sions of the note, Mr. 'Traylor
•rn has climbed to approxicables and the electric comThe gas pipe line being laid for zones in front of their places of
resigned as pastor of Central said.
bushels.
..y 75
pany's power lines down Main the Texas Gas Transmission Cor- business on East Main street,
Presbyterian ahurch, effective
Farmers must furnish their
bring about the rapid prostreet here for many years, were poration by the Oklahoma Con- and were referred to the street
August 14, in order to continue own sacks which will be returnTwelve rules which, if fol- hot months.
Mr. Stroube immediaterotted at the ground level .ead tracting Company is steadily ap- committee and the city attorney.
his theological studies. He will ed •to them after maturity date
up a five-year rotation
Vance Hunter and
Ulysses
enter the University of South- of the loan and wheat is ship- lowed consistently, will help 10. Eat lightly of a well-balanc- these were strengthened until proaching Caldwell county de- putting 150 pounds of ern California,
Los Angeles, in ped -to the Commodity Credit keep summer health up to par ed diet daily. A balanced diet electric lines can be removed, spite the recent heavy rains, Rob- Vanleer presented a petition pro-aosphate on each acre culert P. Hancock of the West Ken- posing North Seminary street
September, to study in the grad- Corporation, Mr. Traylor said. both for children and adults includes at least one serving of Mr. Gregory said.
-al to crops. He followed
Both telephone and electric tucky Gas Company, said he had improvement at expense of aduate school of religion.
He added that farmers may ob- have been announced by Dr. W. green leafy or yellow vegetables;
corn crop with barley
jacent property owners. The proone serving of citrus traits such lines and the poles which car- been informed.
Rev. Mr. Schulherr came to tain sacks through Mr. Day.
L. Cash, county health ofticet. as oranges,
Workers, who have already posal was referred to the street
-ed with 250 pounds of phos- Princeton early
grapefruit and toma- ried -them already were down
Eligible farmers in need of
in January, 1947,
They are:
.., At first he also applied and was
toes; two or three servings of Monday, between Harrison and been here arranging for places to committee and superintendent of
ordained here January additional storage capacity on
.ms of lime an acre.
1. "Swat that fly." This means potatoes, vegetables and fruits; Donovan streets, and interested live, are expected to move later works.
10, that year. He completed his or nearby their farms to store
this month, Mr. Hancock said.
'et carrying out this rotastudies at the Louisville Pres- their own production of corn, not only literally swatting the three or four cups of milk and observers of the operation ex"Information we have received
:Ian twice in 10 years, he byterian
pressed
themselves
as
highly
milk
products;
servings
two
of
Seminary in December, wheat, rye, oats, barley or soy- pest but also screening windows
is that work is going on the other
. applying 900 pounds of receive
pleased
with
the
improved
meat,
fish,
poultry,
apeggs
or dried
his degree the following beans can get a loan through and doors and disposing of garside of Gilbertseille and after
:nate an acre under row
beans; some bread or cereals, pearance of the sidewalks in
1946, and returned there to the Commodity Credit Corpora- bage promptly.
certain progress is made, headWhen that treatment plan
business
2. Keep foods refrigerated and each meal; some butter or mar- Princeton's principal
tion by applying at the AAA ofMay.
quarters will be established here,
.mpleted this year, Mr.
wholegrain or enriched, with district as the work progressed.
covered.
Reared in St. Louis, Mo., the fice, Mr. Traylor announced.
probably in 10 or 15 days, dependise will have applied 1,800
ine,
each
day.
Rev. XL..Schulherr
3. Keea"banda clean. Weak
The loan may be obtained for
.in
ing on the weather, "Mr. HanVeteran Farmers And
of fertilizer to each acre
-11.
If
a
t•
child
well,
is
take
the European Theater during a period not exceeding 5 years child's hands after he uses the
cock said.
(Please turn to page 7)
4-H
Club Members
irnmediately.
him
doctor
to
a
World War II. Before the war at an interest rate of four per- toilet and before eating.
The Owensboro office of the
Will Broadcast
4. Avoid chilling. Take off wet 12. Put a child to bed early.
he was a student minister at cent yearly, he said. The loan
corporation reports approximately
Cautions concerning health of
hones Henry Speaks
Two programs by Caldwell
New Washington, Ind., and Beth- may not exceed 85 percent of clothing immediately.
200 miles of the 800-mile Texasinclude
babies
immunization
5. Avoid over-fatigue.
lehem, Ind. After the kat- he was the cost of storage structure or
to-Ohio natural gas pipe line have countians are; scheduled this
t Rotary Club
weekend over Radio Station
6. Swim only in approved shots, regular check-up by a docJust Who Are We Here In student minister at Irvington 45 cents a bushel of the rated
Work Designed To Help been laid and construction is on WHOP,
tor, pre-natal care for mothers,
Hopkinsville.
storage capacity, he continued. waters.
schedule.
-rica?" was the subject of and Cloverport.
Agricultural Teachers
Dr. Cash said. Three babies in
The first will be at 5:45 o'The corporation expects ,to
7. Avoid crowds.
Further information
Rev. Mr. Schulherr is a memon all
7:es I. Henry, Madisonhave the pipe line in preliminary clock Friday afternoon, July 15,
8. Make all young children the United States died for each
In Farm Aid
banker, who spoke to the ber of the Kiwanis Club, this loans may be obtained from
two soldiers killed in the U. S.
Mrs. Lillian Pruett, secretary rest a while during the day.
James Maddox, teacher of operation by the end of the year, under the direction of Herman
rim Club Tuesday night. Mr. year being chairman of the unvecational agriculture, at But- in time to deliver natural gas sup- Brenda, head agriciilture teacher
9. No tonsillectomies dtfring Army, he added.
discussed for the most derprivileged boys committee. He of the Caldwell County AAA, or
ler
High School, is en- plies to meet the winter's cold at Fredonia High School, and
the original nationalities of aided in the organization of a from the county committee at
rolled in a short course for weather, W. T: Stevenson, execu- Wood I. Holloway, instructor of
ins who make up the popu- Cub Scout Troop at the church, its meeting each Wednesday in
Group B, veteran termer training
teachers of agriculture at the tive vice-ptesident, said.
Help Wanted Ad For 5
n of this country and the and is a member of that corn- the AAA office.
class, Fredonia.
University
of
Kentucky.
Last
is
a
mittee.
lifetaught
year
This
'ration of "isms" into the
Brings 1,500 To Plant
Group B members Thomas H.
work is designed to assist teachel States. The Board of Di- saving course at Kuttawa for
Pittsburgh, July 12—(AP)
Brown, Durwood Mitchell and
ers of agriculture in helping
:ors re-appointed two honora- the Red Cross chapter here. He
—So you think jobs aren't
Noel Smiley will be interviewed
Accepts Position As
farmers work out and put into
Rotarians, G. M. Pedley and has been active in other civic
hard to get?
by Mr. Brenda and Mr. Holloway
operation
plans
for
and
work.
affairs
church
developing
union
Assistant Coach In
Summers Brinson. Visiting
An estimated 1,500 appliconcerning the
improvements
their
farms
into
effiecient
August
About
of
middle
busithe
tarians were Trice Yates,
made on their farms as the result
cants descended on a North
• nesses.
Florida School
Schulherr,
accomthe
Mr.
Rev.
Racing, Horse Show,
'sonville, and Aubrey Ingof the training program.
Side food-processing firm toEmployment Officials
Perkins Marquess, last year asDuring the coming school year
Dawson Springs. Rev. George panied by Mrs. Schulherr and
Saturday morning at 9:30 o'day in response to a "helpHomemakers'
Exhibits
basketball
and
football
sistant
Of
7
States
Express
Mr. Maddox plans to work with
Filer was guest of Alton Tern- their two children, David Robert,
clock a 4-H club program directwanted" ad offering "good,
To Be Features
coach at Butler High School, re- 15 local farmers who want to
nearly 3, and Susan Jane, 17
Their Confidence
ed by R. A. Mabry, county agent,
clean factory work."
Marion—The Crittenden coun- will be
months, will leave to visit his
signed Tuesday to accept a posi- develop their farms into efficient
—(AP)—Spokesmen
broadcast. He will interFive openings were availty Fair will begin July 19, with view
family in S. Louis. They will for seven states agreed here
Jacqueline Shoulders, countion as assistant football coach businesses. This same kind of
able. Interviews were called
U. Resumes Testing
judging
of
livestock,
work
Livestock
is
being
undertaken
Mrs.
visit
by
to
Oregon
then go to
ty style revue • winner; Faye
Tuesday there is no cause for
off and police were called
in a high school at Vera Beach,
many of the teachers of agricul- exhibitors are notified to have Young, county winner in canning
Its Meters Here
Schulherr's family, and she and alarm in the economic future.
to handle the crowd.
Fla.
their
entries
on
the
ture, in the state this year.
fairgrounds judging; Luretta Traylor, who
Periodic testing of residential the children will remain there
They are attending a two-reMr. Marquess, a graduate of
mc meters has been resumed until living accomodations are gion conference of employment
Recent studies of several Ken- not later than July 18.
won the county foods judging'
Harness and runnng races contest, and Jimmy Wallace and
Murray State College and a resi- tucky farms that have been deaceton by the Kentucky found in or near Los Angeles.
security agencies and expressed Several Plan To Attend
• es Company. The work is
dent of Murray, was here only veloped according to sound man- will be featured Tuesday night, Frank Pool, county winners in
their views during a seminar sesU. S. 62 Highway Meeting one year.
agement plans show that produc- Pusses total $1,000.
: done by Robert Offutt,
team demonstration.
sion.
Attend Conservation
Several from here plan to atA 21
/
2 hour musical program
service men here the
No one has been considered to tion on them has more than
One Or two from highly intend a meeting of the Kentucky
years, who spent the Workshop This Week
take Mr. Marquess' place in the doubled. Improvements made will be presented beginning at 8 Democratic Executive
dustrialized states were gloomy
of June in special train- Atimong those who attended a about some aspects of the future, U. S. 62 Highway Association Butler coaching staff, it was an- have returned farmers more than o'clock Tuesday night. Flower
the oompany's Paducah conservation workshop this week but all joined in discounting Friday, July 22, in Bardstown. nounced from the office of Sup- $2 for each dollar spent, and in judging and homemaking ex- Committee To Meet At
Those interested in making the erintendent C. T. Pollard.
at Murray were Clifton Clift, "scare talk."
addition, the farms increased in hibits will be judged Wednes- Courthouse July 16
shop.
trip are requested to contact
The Caldwell County DemoHead -coach at the Vera Beach value about as much as the cost day morning.
• Public Service Commis- county school superintendent;
Delegates were present from
Judging of the championship cratic Executive Committee will
7ecently reinstated it's test- Miss Atha Stallings, secretary to Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Willard Moore in time for him school is Ralph Mills, formerly of making the improvements.
to forward reservations by Sun- of Hopkinsville.
Oliver C.
show horses will be conducted meet at 2 o'clock Saturday -afterc'quirements after having the superintendent;
Wisconsin, Minnesota and KenThursday night. The fair will noon, July 16, in the county
riled the regulations dur- Allcock, soil conservationist, and tucky. The conference continues day. An attempt is to be made
Contract
Awarded For
to set the association on a per- Woken Shoulder
close Friday night with a team courtroom of the courthouse, Dr.
•.e war on account of man- Billy Nichols, Mies Thelma Bran- through tomorrow.
Nabb
manent and businesslike basis. JGayle Pettit, Route 3, PrinoeSchoolhouse Road
pulling contest.
don. Miss Kitty Quertermous,
B. L. Keeney, chairman, anshortage.
The expressed viewpoints inThe State Highway DepartSpecial entertainment for ladies ton, suffered a broken bone in
nounced. The group will recomitine teats on all industrial Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown, Miss cluded:
will be arranged during the ses- his right shoulder Friday morn- ment has awarded a contract for
mend live Democrats, one of
Aher power meters here Vera Drennan and Mrs. Dora
Nine From Caldwell
Kentucky—Mark Frishe, assion, Paul York, secretary of ing when be fell from a ladder at improvement of the Nabb Schoolwhom will be appointed Caldrecently completed by Or- Cherry, all teachers in the Cald- sistant to Vego Barnes, State
house road, in Caldwell county, ,Sttending U. of K.
well County Election CommisBaker. of the Harlington well county system. The pro- commissioner of economic securi- Bradstown Chamber of Corn- his home. He is improving satfrom Ky 139 to the Lyon County v Among students already reg- Commission.
merce, host to the meeting, said. isfactorily, Mrs. Pettit said.
gram, which included visits to
Mrs. A. G. Hubty: The number of persons emistered
line,
for
the
3.6
summer
miles,
term
to
Upton & King,
at sinner by the State
nearby farms, was open to all
Election
ployed in the state has increased
the
Uhiversity
Canton
of Kentucky are bard is
contractors, for $29,177,
teachers and persons interested
secretary of the county
rls' And Boys' State
55 percent over 10 years ago
it is announced by Rural High- nine persons from Caldwell
in conservation.
committee, and
Herman
P.
and manufacturing has increased
way
Commis:sioner Emerson county. They are 011ie Chandler, Oliver is the
egates Speak At
incumbent member
83 percent in the same period.
Beauchamp. Reconstruction and Charles Dorroh, Bud l Faughn, of the
County Election CommisCrittenden School
Pvcmis Club Meeting
Kentucky's economy is far more
traffic bound sturfacing is cover- Jack Giannini, Martha Pollard, sion.
Y Hon,, one of Prince- To Be Built Soon
robust now than it was before
Virginia Satterfield, Allan
ed in the contract.
.WatSarah Carolyn Ifillyard an- is braggng or begging, and he
representatives at Girls'
Marion—Construction of the the war.
son, James Maddox and lbert
on the campus of the Uni- Crittenden County High School
nounces the candidacy of her may give me a little "love
4 Take Water Safety
•
Thomson.
'Y of Kentucky, Lexington, will begin here soon by the
daddy, Earl H. Hillyard, for tax spank" when he. learns that I To Train Operators For
t Great Smokies
Course At Cadiz
,ne, and Bobby McConnell, Snyder Construction Company,
Mr, and Mrs. H. G. Smither„ commissioner of Caldwell CC1U11- have said them for him.
Springfield Dial System
Band Boosters To Meet
Arnold Prince, Willard Bran• resentative at Boys'
Route
I
ty
and
6;
James
on
Mx.
Mrs.
the
Republican
ticket.
Miss Wilma Blackburn, superWhen you vote for my Daddy,
The regular monthly meeting don, Charles P'Pool and Joe
State. of Vincennes, Ind.
KII0X, were speakers at
Maybe my daddy, Earl Hill- Earl Hillyard, you know that visor at the Southern Bell Tele- of the Band Boosters
The school is expected to be Roberts, Paducah, and Bettie
Club will Weeks are taking the 30-hour
"sdaY's meeting of the Ki- completed by spring of next year. Jewell Champion have returned yard, has already seen yOu and you are voting for a man who phone office here, will leave be at 7 o'clock Monday
night, water safety course being taught
Club. Miss Horn was sent The construction company plans after a trip to the Great Smoky talked to you about running for is kind and good to everyone; Sunday to train operators at July 18, at Butler
High School, at Cadiz under the sponsorship
re American Legion Auxil- to use local labor.
Mountains of Tennessee and Tax Commissioner of Caldwell for he loves mankind and Springfield which will make a C. C. Bishop,
president, an- of the Red Cross and will reand the Business and ProNorth Carolina, an Indian res- County, hut if he hasn't I just thinks there is good in every change-over to the dial system nounced.
ceive their certificates Friday,
'<mai Wornen's Club, while 'a A picnic dinner Saturday night ervation in North Carolina, and want to tell you that he is run- human being. Daddy is swaysi
l about two weeks.
Willard Moore, chairman
of
ning and wants you to vote for interested in the rights of peoMcConnell was sponsored at Kentucky Dam State Park Oak Ridge, Tenn.
First Visit Here In RI Years water safety committee, Caldwell
him In the Republican primary ple and their welfare. If you will
1.'e Legion and the Kiwanis was attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Childress,
Mr. and Mrs. E L. Harp and County Red Cross Chapter, has
They told of their expert- E. L. Harp and son, Douglas,
leIr. and Mrs. Robert Kirk, in Auguest and again in Novem- vote for him in August and elect Louisville, and Mrs. W. S Den son, Douglas, Van
Nuys, Calif., announced. Succeseful comple's and lessons in citizenship, Van Nuys!" Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Paducah, spent last week-end ber.
him in November I know that ham have returned after a trip were the weekend guests of Mrs tion 'of this course
makes them
h declaring the projects well
parents,
Mr.
and
are
her
There
with
so
Mrs.
many
that
to
things
the Smoky Mountains, Ash- Madeline Baragdon and
my Daddy will see that all the
Ralph Bragdon, Kuttawa, and
fami- eligible to teach swimming and
h while wnd
recommending Mr, and Mrs. F. E. Grace, Mrs. Leonard Groom, N. Harrison I can say about my Daddy, that people and the taxpayers of Cald- ville, N. C., and Chattanooga, ly. This was the first time the life saving, he said.
Caldwell,
Princeton boys and girls Madaline Bragdm and Doris street. Mrs. Kirk is the former he wouldn't want to say for him- well county are treated equal an Tenn. Mr. and Mrs. Childress Harps had been home in
31 Christian 'and Trigg counties
"St next year.
Nancy Groom.
Self, for fear you would think he
will return to Louisville today. years.
(Please turn to page 7)
Bragdon.
were represented in the clam

Minister Resigns
Pastorate Here

Pipe Line Steadily
Approaches County

12 Summer Health,' Rules
Announced By Dr. Cash

Two Groups To Be
Heard Over WHOP

Maddox Taking •
Course At U. K.

'Believe Economic
Future Is Secure

Marquess Resigns
From Butler Staff

Sarah Carolyn Hillyard
Asks Votes For Daddy

\vi

Crittenden Fair
To Open July 19

Thursday, July
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the roughheus
Princeton had , • . but soon LONESOME VALLEY, By
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Thanks, E. Resolutions
SUbecriptior prices: In County, 01; In State. DM; out-of-Sutto. NI; Cards of cents
Sloane:
(William
ing
and
Hornsby
citizens
Henry
pulling,
• line.
lost, some delightful new
51 Respect, I cents a word. Unsolicited Poems, 1 cents • word. Reading notioes, 10
pinches which le
republi•
. . Mr. and Mrs. Ed Reynolds, $3.50)
.
y.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS-The Associated Press is entitled exclusively to the use for
First
the
show
which
publication,
lady
friend
sez
she
must
A
Johnny Baker, the appealing awesomely on the Way k
nation of all the local news printed in this newspaper. as well as all AP newedispatches
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION have become allergic to news-' district had 1,032 skunks killed who were added to the official
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
bareis
a
novel,
first
this
hero of
•
family of the big flourapar compapers . . . because every time by automobiles in 1948.
foot boy in over,alla when we
COMMONWEALTH
* * *
Mexico, recently. Mr. meet him in the home of his
at
pany,
she reads The Leader, she
KENTUCKY
This was about half the total Reynolds is the new chief clerk
Uncle Lihugh and Aunt Rhody,
sneezes. Well, it has been hint- slaughter of skunks in Kentucky
DEPARTMENT
o1in a thinly peopled "holler" in
for the company . . . and they
ed of late -that our newspaper
HIGIEWAY8
everybody
about
tabulation
just
same
year.
The
is
hills.
this
that
Kiwanians
last
Kentucky
taxes, and
NOTICE TO CO
Howard McConnell told
has much
worse effect on
are now in residence at Marion. the
Johnny tends to the stock,
Sealed bids will be
* * *
week at their regular meeting that this that's employed, ,these days. Not much some citizens hereabouts who shows 38 quail, 33 doves, 311
water by the
Roy -Rowland has come up hoes the corn, brings in
Department of It
international organization's program for money Uncle Sam collects from us comes are firmly conviced it does not song birds, 48 chickens, 1,838 rabat its office, Frank$3et
for his aunt and cuts wood for
the next year is built upon the theme of back home; and when it does, it suffers always shed sweetness and light. bits, 88 squirrels, 22 ground- with a thoughtful suggestion the kitchen stove; and much too tucky, until
10:00 A.
matters hogs, 5 mink, 29 red fox, 7 grey about improvement of the golf
individual enterprise and against the greatly from take-outs for salaries and . . especially on tax
and selling prices of business fox, 848 opossums, 14 racoons, course. Roy sez *is would be often he has to cut a switch Standard Time on the
of
power
his
trend of too much centralization
red tape.
of July, 1949, at
which his uncle lays across
property.
1,143 house-cats and 459 dogs much better for him and his
The idea is getting around latterly that
back in brutal punishment for bids will he publicly
* * *
at Washington.
were killed in the 14 counties of playmates . . . if they inside it
punishment at read for the
The Leader editor is very the First district in 1948.
Latterly the public prints have pub- most communities would be better off
an 18-hole course and had twice what deserves no
improvemes
* *
as many benches, one on each all. Few boys in fiction merit a Caldwell County, gg 17
lished much in the same vein; and many to provide the necessary things for their grateful for the kind and comsensithis,
as
beating as little
Princeton-Lamm° Rog
The count was made by high- tee.
persons are beginning to realize the taxes citizens right at home, instead of trying mendatory comment received
tive, intelligent, keen youngster, US 82 to the Lyon Co,,
about the lead editorial appear- way patrolmen, conservation ofWashing•
from
them
for
money
the
little
comget
amount
to
to
at
home
they pay
almost old enough to quit school 4.7 miles, Reconstrue,
ing in the last week's issue of ficers and others, and seems to
ton.
pared to those collected by Uncle Sam.
and also, he dreams, to leave the traffic bound surface.
this newspaper. It is balm to the indicate this end of the State has
The attention of p;;
When this penetrates enough minds, we spirit to have the evidence that more wildlife than any other disvalley and see the wonderful
The old and popular game of getting
The United States has eight outside world.
bidders is called to the
something for nothing from the federal will have sounder government and less of the way we have conducted The trict in Kentucky . . . since it
Mississippi,
great rivers-the
Yet he has his faithhful dog fication requirements an:
Leader the last 10 years has leads in highway killing of the
government always was a myth . .. since the comething-for-nothing folly . . .
Deleware, Potomac, 13ooner to keep him there; he sity for securing
Hudson,
•above,
in
almost
seemed
good
to
some
of
the
best
listed
animals
oertj,
the government is everybody who pays always expensive in the long run.
citizens of the community, at every instance. The Division of Ohio, Missouri, Columbia, and dotes on the smells of the coun- eligibility, the Spec'
tryside, he watches understand- covering sublettin:
least.
Game & Fish urges that motor- Colorado.
* * *
ists avoid striking wildlife on
Archeologists have found re- ingly the rooster lording it over the cmaract and
Friends here sympathize with highways, when possible.
mains in Kansas which indicate his flock, he has sharp eyes for ment's ?Igulation which
*
*
its the issuance of
the Hugh Cherry family in the
that three and fourtoed horses the birds, and most of all he
Company
Metals
Johnson,
Reynolds
Keen
President,
Vice
By Former Governor;
serious illness of-Ann Alicia . . .
It seems to me a little strange no larger than a fox terrier once' loves his friends the Marcums, after 4:30 P M. en the
Lucindy, Jace
The cost of living is slowly receding. who is in a Louisville hospital. that house cats are listed in the made that part of the country the hard-working deafened by preceding the opening of
It's a strange commentary on the workNOTE:
Prayers and best wishes for her tabulation . . . since it is well their habitat.
almost -blinded and
ings of our highly organized, complex Farm products have already experienced recovery are on numerous lips known these animals are the
A purchase charge of
scarlet fever, and crochety Crit,
Skeletons of flying reptiles a drunkard but a cracker-barrel will be made for each
modern industrial syatetn that recently what will probably be their major read- and hearts . . . for she is a worst predators we have. In fact,
wonderful friend to many of us, the same magazine, on the very with a wing spread of 25 feet sage who has been to as big a Remittance must accost;
so many of our otherwise shrewd and justment period, since the floor under who love her. .
quests for the propels
next page, says "Some biologists have been found in the chalk city as Richmond.
much
to
go
them
allow
* ,*
*
farsighted business leaders have talked farm prices won't
There are two women, Hazel Refunds will not be n:go so far as to state that cats beds of western Kansas.
lower. This in itself will prove to be a
Everybody who drives on the destroy more game, especially
budding young sis- any reason.
themselves in a state of unjustified pesIn 1940, 57 percent of Ameri- the teacher's
major factor in gteadying our entire highway between Princeton and young birds and animals, than cans
ter, and Edna Hensley, the pretFurther information,
living
in
cities
and
were
accelerhave
doing
so
and
in
simism —
economy, since good farm prices and Eddyville is aware this road has all other predators combined." towns, a 17 percent increase over ty stenographer in the Dean's proposals, et cetera, will a
* * *
office. There are death and buri- nished upon application to
ated the downward economic trend.
high wages are the two things that as- a lot of polecats on and near it,
the number in 1900.
Bob Estill, new superintenal, spring and summer and fall, Frankfort Office. The rite
R. S. Reynolds, chairman of the board sure continued good business and guaran- especially in the warm weather
season. Interesting are figures dent at the big Mexico fluorThe state name of Arizona
cold season, the cow slob- served to reject any and all
of Reynolds Metals Co., said recently: tee us a substantial measure of prosperity. published in Happy Hunting spar operation down in Critten- comes from two Indian words— the
bering its flank, the snake slith- DEPARTMENT OF EIGHT
"We could talk ourselves into a depresbillion
In addition, farmers have $20
Ground magazine, the State Di- den county, toured the golf "Sri" meaning small and "zonac" ering across the dry path.
Frankfort, Kentucky
sion, but it would be foolish and unneces- in cash and government bonds as com- vision of Game & Fish official' course at the local County Club meaning spring.
Primarily this is a novel beau- June 30, 1940
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The Something-For-Nothing Myth

Did You Know?

A Depression Is Avoidable

sary."
The facts of the current business situation will bear him out in that assertion.
A cool and objective appraisal of business
in general, and of industrial production
in particular, indicates that our economy
is reasonably certain to remain on a sound
and healthy basis unless we panic ourselves into believing that a depression is
inevitable.
Primarily, the current gloomy outlook
--of-the-prophets of-business doom springsfrom their reluctance to admit that the
high level of investment return enjoyed
during the postwar inflationary period
should be subject to a reasonable, downward readjustment. They refuse to face
the facts of economic life and have started
to cry "Depression!" now that the inevitable period of readjustment has set in.
What are the real facts? We are currently experiencing a normal shakedown
readjustment of about 15 percent under
the peak, but we are still far above the
prewar industrial level as far as prices,
employment and business volume are concerned. Retail sales are still 58 percent
higher than in 1940, and total manufacturing 50 percent. It's significant and
highly encouraging that we are easing
down the economic stairway step by step
to a slightly lower level, instead of losing
our heads and suddenly jumping out the
window.
It's important to remember that we are
still by far the wealthiest nation in the
world. The personal income of everyone
in the United States last year was $220
billion. If personal incomes should drop
as much as 11 percent, and that's not
likely to happen, they would still be two
and one-half times the total income in
1940 — and in that year there were eight
million unemployed.

pared with $4 billion before the war.
They could pay off all their debts and still
have twice as much in liquid assets as
they had in prewar days.
One effect of the currently fashionable
scarce trend is reflected in the attitude of
manufacturers in general, who are becoming concerned over the size of their
present inventories. Some of them are
trying to unload their stocks as quickly
as possible, and in turn have curtailed
-their-oWiibuying along with production.
Such a move may prove to be shortsighted, since there is a strong indication that
the readjustment movement is slowing
up. It's quite possible that these manufacturers may be caught short when the
demand for their goods fails to fall off
as much as they seem to believe it will.
There's no better barometer of the
economic weather than the construction
of business buildings, and projects so far
this year are ahead of last year's total
for the same period. Unemployment is
currently up over last year, but so is
employment. The former condition is due
mainly to the fact that so many high
school and college stuents have temporarily joined the ranks of the employables
in their search for part-time or summer
jobs.
In general, there seems to be nothing
in the present outlook that could reasonably cause us alarm. No cloud has yet
appeared on the business horizon that is
sufficiently ominous to warrant our running for cover in advance of an impending economic storm.
In the final analysis it all adds up to
on thing. The late Franklin D. Roosevelt
expressed it simply and concisely in his
first inaugural address when he said:
"The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself."

—Kentucky On The March

Signs Point To Kentucky Lake
By Hwing Galloway
Conservation Commissioner Henr y
Ward writes me that the State is going
to put up roadside signs telling motorists
how to find Kentucky Dam, Kentucky's
biggest and most picturesque man-made
wonder. In the future travelers from the
other 47 states may not get lost on side
roads when trying to reach the dam.
Camping and fishing facilitieS on the
ahores of the big lake have gone ahead
very rapidly. That's all fine. But people
from New England or Wisconsin or Oregon or Louisiana should be shown the
way to the dam.
—
The other day I saw whole barnsides
as faraway as northern Indiana Avered
with signs in ,lettters two feet high advertising Rock City on Lookout Mountain Tennessee. The signs are all over
Kentucky. Of course the attraction is
commercial. But an attraction 100 times
as great at least calls for roadside signs,
perhaps a few of them on the highways of
neighboring states.
The taxpayers of the state pay for a
magazine called "In Kentucky." Iris a
good job of magazine making but nearly
all of its circulation is "in Kentucky." and
its editorial matter is mostly about the
state's history — too much about our yesterdays, not enough about our tommorrows,

Ever since I was in knee pants Kentuckians have liked to talk about their
picturesque political figures, the State's
First Families, horse racing, beautiful
women, etc. They liked to boast abont
Kentucky to each other, caring little
whether the good things of the state
,were known to people living in other
parts of the country
Until the State Conservation Bureau
began to publicize our big tourist attractions Mammoth Cave, one of the Seven
Wonders of he World was half forgotten,
even by Kentuckians, many of whom
would travel 1,200 miles to see Carlsbad
Caverns in New Mexico. -‘
- ...Publicizing Kentucky is something
more than bragging about it to each other
and singing Stephen Collins Foster's
folk songs. It is a realistic job. It calls
for the best in journalism. That means
real facts, glamorized with romantic history when possible, served up for distant
consumption.
Henry Ward, our conservation commissioner, is a practical newspaperman
with. Tore than a local point of view.
But he can't tell the world about the
glories of Kentucky without a lot of help,
cooperation. He has got to have the
means with which to do the job, and the
backing of the Governor and the legislature.
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EXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORPORATION is building this
summer an 800-mile pipe line to bring from Texas the natuial
gas you need for heating, cooking, refrigeration and other uses.
Gas deliveries from this new line will help the utility that
serves you to combat the threat of gas shortages here during
the coming winter's coldest weather.
Pipeliners like the man above are working fast on the new big
pipe line. To finish it by the end of the year they are welding
more than 5 miles of steel pipe each day. Other pipeliners are
digging an 800-mile trench with ditching machines and
dynamite, building six big installations that will pump gas
through the line, wrapping the pipe in chemicals and glass
fiber, and doing hundreds of other jobs that must be completed
by the end of December.
Texas Gas is spending $73/
1
2 million on this one project to
bring more clean, easy-to-use
natural gas to your community
and cities and towns in your own
and neigheoring states. In the past,
new supplies of natural gas have
aided growth and prosperity. We
hope this will pro* true again when
Toils Gas starts new deliveries this
Winter to the utility that distributes
gas to your community.

Fut industry, America's growing BIG RIVER "tenter offers excellent
plant sites where new supplies of natural gas are available. Write to:

Texas Gas reports on
20 years of natural
gas service
July 15, Texas Gas Transmission Corporation and its predecessor companies,Kentucky
Natural Gas Corporation and Memphis Natural
Gas Company,observe their twentieth anniversary
of transporting and furnishing natural gas to your
local utility. During the past two decades, these
companies have brought more and more gas to
yoursed
homesand industries as the demand has in-
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N

O

For twenty years, Texas Gas employees have
been on duty supplying your natural gas needs. To
keep pace with the continually growing requirements of your community they have tapped new
sources of natural gas and haye built hundreds of
miles of new pipe lines from Louisiana to Indiana.
Today,Tixas bas furnishes natural gas to utility
companies in 98 cities and'communities through
1600 miles of pi'pe line. In this anniversary year,
we face the Welcome task of expanding further to
give even better service to our many customers.
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THE GARDEN

By R,

Mabry

A
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By Johri S'.-C-aidner,Xentucki
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

Colo m n

66 games with the Giants in

Diversion Ditch

A New Insecticide
By John S. Gardner
spaying corn with 2,4-D to
For controlling flies in dairy
has proved very efweeds
till
barns and on cattle generally,
damage to
woe with slight
spraying with DDT has been
corn itself if the proper
successful practice for the past
saount of 2,4-D is used. From
few years. Recently, however,
mesixth to one-half pound or
farm magazines have been carrylot an acre of actual 2,4-D has
ing the warping that, as DDT is
proed effective in controlling
of a somewhat poisonous nature,
tot weeds in corn. This would
the more safe material, Methvaa applying one pound of 50
oxychlor, be used instead. It
post 2.4-D an acre to get
has the advantage, to'o, of quicker
.01 pound of actual 2,4-D.
0
killing.
souse of the variation in conVegetable gardners, too, have
centrates of the various brands
recommendations of
been using DDT for killing fleabeetles, Colorado beetles and
the
tha nuinufacturer as to
leafhoppers on potatoes and other
wet of the product an acre
followed.
crops whose tops are not food
seald be
parts. Although DDT kills green
The amount of water to mix
man, ormer
worms on cabbage and greens,
a ne U. track
rib the 2,4-D and apply an
there is the danger of the mater- star (left) and Charles Boswell, Alabama U. football star, shake
ise will vary with the type of
hands
(July 9) in their final round of the National
ial being absorbed by leaf tisBlind Golfers
t and nozzles. As little as
Tourney at Norristown, Pa. Looking on are
their respective
sue. Although DDT kills cucumions of water and 2,4-D
coaches, Dick McAllister (second from left)
ber beetles, there is the danger to Gillman
Portland
an acre has proved as WINGLESS'CHICKEN-If you are one of
and Grant Thomas, who helps Boswell. . Me. aide
the people who looks of killing
(AP Wirethe vines, too. It has photo)
ia as larger amounts when carefully over the platter of fried chicken to
avoid
a wing, then no effect against the
Peter H. Baumann of
Mexican
.„If proper type of sprayer is
DesMoines, Ia., has good news
for pip. He bean beetle, and only
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
has developed a wingless
doubtful
chicken. Baumann is shown
ssl to get good coverage.
above exam- value in kill" blister
o'clock
one of his wingless flock.
beetles,
The 2,4-D spray should be di- ining
At left is an ordinary bird
with its as on late tomatoes and
aviation equipment intact.
pota- FIRST CHRISTIAN
peed below the tops of the corn
(AP Wirephoto)
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
toes.
s avoid danger of damage to
Worship Service, 11 o'clock.
Because of Methoxychlor's fine
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
*corn. This is particularly true
CYF, 8 o'clock.
behavior in killing flies, and bepreach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
ites as much as a pound of
cause its posoning danger is pracsisal 2,4-D or more is used an
,Church Sunday morning at 11
tically negligible, an inquiry PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
News representing lives,
fps This injury was apprecihopes, dreams and ambitio
o'clock.
Old
Madisonv
who
ille
Road,
made
ns
Rev
was
up the populace of Princet
started to see what it might
Sly greater with the ester than 40
on and Caldwell countyof those
William E. Cunningham. pastor
years ago recorde
almost
with the salts of 2,4-D in tests A -Week Leader of a nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- do toward stopping vegetable inSunday School 9:45 a.m.
those years will be publishe
d as a regular Leader sects.
feature. The articles are
Morning Worship 1110 a.m.
reproduced just as the
It
killed
porters, shortly after the turn
fleabeetl
Princet
ess,
on
Colorado
reof the century, wrote them
Young People's Service 6:00
beetles and leafhoppers with perJuly 2, 1929. James Catlett
and Mr. and Mrs. William
p.m.
Guerhaps
more
dispatch than DDT. It
and George Cattlett, sons
ir.vangelistic Service 1:30 p.m.
of in and children of Detroit, Mich., killed
the striped cucumber
Editor Josh Catlett, and Busines were guests of Mr.
Wednesday evening
prayer
and Mrs. L. beetle, with no apparent
s
harm
Manager S. 0. Catlett, of
service 7:00 p.m.
The E. O'Hara at their home on the to the vines. Best of all,
it
stopLeader, left for Chicago last Hopkinsville Road.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
ped the Mexican bean beetle,
7:00 p.m.
• • •
Saturday. There were accompaand
had
marked
effect on the
July 2, 1929. Misses Louise
Youth Fellowship. 6 p.m.
nied by Mr. S. 0. Catlett,
and blister beetle, Vie
who
old-fashioned
Virginia McCaslin returned home
7:30 Evening Worship.
saw them settled in their
new
potato
bug, an exceedingly difMorning Worship, 11 arts.
surroundings, before returning after a week's visit with Miss
ficult inSect to control. In short,
Marjorie Duncan, of Greenville,
home Monday.
Methoxychol appears to be the CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN
Jim and George will attend Sunday.
general insecticide that garden- David
• • •
W. Schulherr, Minister
t
h
e
Mergent
haler
Linotype
,
ers
have
been
seeking all this SUNDAY
July 5, 1929. The Four-H Club
school in the Windy City, and
while for chewing insects.
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
while there will locate at the sewing project met at the home
WANT HER TO KNOW
For the present only the 50 10:45 o'clock,
of Mrs. L. C. Gore, June 28th.
Morning Worship
Y. M. C. A.
YDU'RE THE
7:30 o'clock, Evening Worship
Everyone attending enjoyed the percent strength has come on
• • •
THOUGHTFUL TYPE?
JuLy 2, 1929. Mr. A. G. 'Hub- meeting very much. After the and Tiny May Lewis, Louise WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'cclock, Evening Worship
bard is in Louisville attending a girls did some excellent sewing, and Jewell Frances Mitchell.
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
• • •
committee meeting of the O.R.C. delicious refreshments were serv8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
ed and the meeting adjourned.
• • •
July 5, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
July 2, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. Don The next meeting will be at the Guthrie Ladd and baby Margue- FIRST BAPTIST
Boitnott of Ann 'Arbor, Mich., home of Mrs. M. P. Brown on rite Dale, Mrs. A. W. Glass and
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
July 'the 11th. Those present daughter, Dorothy,
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
spent Yuly
conducted by the Experiment were Mrs. Hylan Mitchell
, Misses 4th in Madisonville.
(94,sieth
II:50 a.m. Morning Service
Station at the University of Marion Frances Brown,
• • •
Kate
6:45 p.m. Training Union
biOCK NORTH Or BUTLER
Kentucky.
Jacob, Thelma Oliver, Geneva
July 5, 1929. Misses Hazel and
Revis Hopper have returned LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
home after a two weeks' pleasServices held every second
ant visit to their aunt, Mrs. LoSaturday night at 7:30 o'clock
gan Johnson at Herrin, Ill.
and Sunday morning at 11
• • •
t
•
July 0, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. o'clock.
x •
Morton Mason and Mr. and
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Clifton Wood, of Hopkinsville Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
were pleasant guests at the home
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Wood
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Sunday.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
• • •
6 o'clock
July 9, 1929. Mr. S. L. Holland,
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
of Elizabethtown, is here in view
0°'
of locating. He is now the guest the market, the kind that is used
i
of his son-in-law, Mr. B. N.
Lus- in wet spraying, two level tableby.
spoons in one gallon or water.
• • •
3 percent and 5 percent strengths
Plus Tax
July 9, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. J.
11
F. Marquess and family have
6.00-16
re- soon will appear to be applied
turned from a pleasant trip to through a dust gun.
Less Trade-In
Chicago, where they visited the
families of Frank James Mar- The St Joe River in Idaho is
,
quess, and Oliver Marquess and the highest navigable river in
Mrs. Mollie Idankins.
the world.
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William Raybould of Powell
county has a lusq. pasture of
The tin plate industry began
grass and clover
because. he in Bohemia in 1240.
paid $20 for the work of a
bulldozer in 1948. At that time
STATE FAIR
he had a diversion ditch made
above 3 acres of pasture land.
The ditch, explained County
Agent D. R. Siler, serves as a
break for the water coming off
a hillside, diverting it into three
AT LOCAL STORE'
open ditches leading through
hte pasture to Hatton Creek. PreBuy Now-Save VZ. Price
vious to the ditch construction,
•
much of the pasture was of little
value because of excess water.

250 ADVANCt
SALE

AKE PART IN YOUR FAIR

Write for catalog and entry
blanks for your exhibits in
one or mor• departmental

FIVE GRAND SLAMMERS
New York -(AP)-- When the
New York Giants brought Wesley Westrum back to the majors they did it with an eye on
his hitting. After being optioned
to their Jersey City farm team,
Westrum pounded out five home
runs with the bases loaded. In

At The Churches

News From The Past

• LIVESTOCK-Alt BREEDS
• COUNTY EXHIMTS
• WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT
• TOBACCO-FIELD CROPS
• HORSE SHOW

FIRE
INSURANCE

FAIR

CALL 51
1MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance Serv.ce
Ill W. Market St.
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Our Entire Stock Of
LADIES' DRESSES

It

Safety costs so little-don't
take chances on smooth
,
Worn tires! This great new
tire gives you HIGH quality
It I LOW price!
Get long

Ideal for Summe
r!

Car Coat Hanger

mileage! Silent tread!
'Carve Gripping" safety shoulders! Gum-Dipped cord
body and a Lifetime Guarantee! Come in today- we'll
buy the unused mileage in your tires!

DON'T TAKE ass} YOUR USED TIRES ARE
WORTH MORE AT FIRESTONE

00 TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
il0e stori, I

WHILE

LAST_

BATTERY
Get a New

Extra Long
Wearing

10.95

7.95

'Preston..

8.95

6.95

As

One Group of Dresses On Sale at Two for $1.00
plus the Original Price of One

$6.95

THESE ARE COMPLETE SETS
for COACHES and SEDANS

BATTERY

Entire Stock of Summer Millinery

FREE. INSTALL A TION

On Sale at/
1
2Price

DUNN AND OLIVER
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
N. E. Cl. Sq.
S. W. DUNN
Phone 28

- D-X MOTOR OILS, FUEL
Phone 2662
R. M. OLIVER
Princeton, Ky.

1041100.1100000.

10.95
8.95

Coupes As Low

Firesteee

NOW $12.95

12.95

Supreme Seat Covers
Were $16.95
Reduced to $14.95

OLD
T

$19.95 Range
16.95
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PRICEREDUCED!

For Your

Mid-Summer

CLEARANCE

LIFETIME 9,44,1c

he Pen.
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,-`..11404hiftrikr." 5.4,41".*,..A.
.
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LOW PRICED!
WINTER WARMTH!
4 PASTEL COLORS

aid Pairs

4.98

Here's two thicknesses of strong cotton fibers blended with
kitten-soft
new wool ... you get double warmth in one blanket. Body
heat stays all
through the night, cold blasts can't get in from the outside!
The price? Just
$4.98-real dead-of-winter protection priced low enough
to fit the slimmest budget. Rose, blue, green or cedar with matchi
ng rayon binding.

FACTS:

1. 95% COTTON, 5% WOOL
2. ROSE, BLUE, GREEN, CEDAR
3. MEASURES 72" x 84"
4. GLEAMING RAYON BINDING

OUR SPECIAL FOR THE EVENT
ALL WOO

L SINGLE
72x84 Plain Colors

PENNEY'S WEEK END SPECIALS
250 Yds. FINE

QUALITY
CHAMBRAY,for
350 Yds. BUTCHER
WEAVE RAYON
144 TERRY TOWELS
Large size for
144 Pr. MEN'S FANCY
SLACK SOX 4.

$6.00

50c yd.
50c yd.
39c ea.
3 pr. for $1.00

sdaY, July

THE PRINCETON L6ADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
T eachers

Retire
Ater 50 Years

Fredonia News
=flier:I:ant MIT'RayMeta lislleciee""-''ATeesT"
and son, "Sonny" Moore, visited has spent several weeks
their daughter, b Mrs. Charles her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Querteernous and Mr. Qu.arter- T. L. Grubbs returned to her
mous and other relatives, re- home in Camp Beckinridge,
turning to their home in Grove Sunday. She was accompanied
Center this week.
by Miss Doris Brown who will
Rev. F. C. Low, Hopkinsville, spend the week with her.
filled his appointMent at hte
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clegg and
First Presbyterian Church Sun- daughter, Zoe Ann, Alova, Iowa.
day morning, and was the din- have concluded a visit with her
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. mother, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, and
Guess and Miss Nelle Guess in other relatives here. Mr. and
Crider.
Mrs. Clegg are former residents
Mrs. Ida Holloman, Marion, is of Fredonia who went to Alova
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lee last year to make their home
Burk low.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale and
Mr. and Mrs, Sherril Driscol, children, were called to Illinois
Grand Rivers, were Saturday last week by the serious illness of
night dinner guests of Mr. and his father. They returned home
Mrs. Dave Perkins and Mrs. Al- Sunday.
lie Bugg. •
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, ClarksMrs. Florence Parr and Miss ville, Tenn., was the Sunday dinDorothy Parr are spending 10 ner guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan
days vacation in Detroit, Mich., H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
A NEW ATTRACTION—Famed though it is for its thoroughbred horses, Kentucky in
visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Traylor and
the past has never offered horseback riding in its state parks. That situation has now been
Mrs. Burlie Hearod and daugh- children, Ann, Ada and John,
remedied, with the first riding stable established at Cumberland Falls State Park. In the photo
ter, Felna Ruth, have returned returned to their home in Deabove, a group rides along the river just above Cumberland Falls. Saddle horses also have
home after spending several troit, Mich., Sunday after spendbeen placed at Kentucky Dam State Park, and arrangements for others are being made.
weeks with Mrs. Hearod's daugh- ing the summer vacation with
ter, Mrs. Malcom Long, and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz, Mr. Detroit, Mich., were Tuesday
UK Vet Enrollment
Long, Wynett, Ill. They were and Mrs. Dave Perkins and dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Remains High
Russell Melton.
accompanied home by Mr. and friends here.
Veterans still account for more
Mrs. Long who spent the weekThe American Legion AuxiliMr. and Mrs. W. F. Burton
than half the enrollment at the
end.
spent last week with his sister, ary is sponsoring a barbecue at
University of Kentucky, accordMrs. Coy Morse and little son, Mrs. J. T. Hearod, and Mr. Hea- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
of near Princeton, spent lase rod. Mr. Burton is stationed in Bradshaw Friday night. About
The Leader is authorized to an- ing to a report released last week
nounce the following candidates by the U. K. Personnel Office.
week with her parents, Mr. and Baltimore, Md., where he is 150 guests have been invited.
for Sthte representative, subject
Mrs. Andy Williams.
Mr. Jim Blackburn spent the to the action of the voters at the The report shows a total of k,0e3
serving with the U. S. Army.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Rice spent weekend in Detroit, Mich., go- primary election, Saturday. Aug. veterans-54 percent of the o erall summer session enrollment
son, Dick Rice, have returned the weekend in Alabama.
ing there to move Mr. and Mrs. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
3,802—currently continuing their
home after vacationing in FloriMr. and Mrs. Gus Traylor and Gordon Moore to Fredonia.
WILLIAM L. JONES
studies under terms of the G. I.
da and Jackson, Miss.
• • •
Mr. Floyd Ordway attended
children, Ann, Ada and John,
The Leader is authorized to an- Bill. An additional number of
the McKinley rodeo in Metropolis, ni., Saturday night. He nounce the following candidates veterans also are enrolled but
for county judge, subject to the are not using their G. I. benewas accompanied
home
by action of the voters at the primary
"Blackie" Melton, local rodeo election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949: fits this summer, it was explained.
Democrats:
rider, who had ridden with the
CLYDE 0. WOOD
rodeo Friday and Saturday
WILLIAM G. PICKERING
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
nights. The McKinley rodeo was
Republicans:
in connection with the MetroGUY W. BLACKBURN
nounce the following candidates
• • •
polis Fair.
for sheriff, subject to the action
The Leader is authorized to an- of the voters at the primary electMrs. Floy Wynn and daughter
Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
were the dinner guests of Mr. nounce the following candidates ion,
Democrats:
for county attorney, subject to the
and Mrs. Ray Blackburn Sunday. action of the voters at the primary
GLOVER J. LEWIS
HYLAN MITCHELL
Mr. Jack Ruff, Jackson, Miss., election, Saturday. Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
SID
SATTERFIELD
is spending this week as guest
CLAUSCINE R. BAKER
MACK RUSTIN
of Dick Rice at the home of his
• • •
MRS. W. OTHO TOWERY
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F.
The Leader is authorized to anRepublicans:
Rice.
FREDERICK McCONNELL
and children, Ann, Ada and John,
MITCHELL curr
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Traylor and
• • •
children were guests of honor Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Dave
The Leader is authorized to anat a picnic at Kuttawa Springs Perkins and children, June and nounce the following candidates
Tuesday night. Those attend- Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mel- for county court clerk, subject to
- sag were: Mr. and Mrs. Traylor ton and children, Charles, Mary the action of the voters at the
primary election, Saturday, Aug.
Nell and Eddie, Mr. and Mrs. L. 6, 1949:
D. Elder and son, Princeton,
Democrats:
PHILIP 'STEVENS
and Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz,
Republicans:
and Miss Mary Ellen Boaz.
JOHN B. MORGAN
• e •
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Clift and
You, might save diliThe Leader is authorized to andaughter, Mr. Johnson Clift and
gently for a lifetme and
Mrs. Gordon
Moore, Detroit, nounce the following candidates
for jailer,
to the action of
yet never be able to poy
Mich., were visitors of Mr. and the voters subject
at the primary election,
off the damage that can
Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Sunday Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
be caused in one splitafternoon.
HAMPTON NICHOLS
Mr, and Mrs. Monroe Butts
second. But you won't
• • •
and children, Morganfield, spent
The Leader is authorized to anhave to worry about that
the weekend with her mother, nounce the following candidates
if you let us handle
for county tax commissioner, subMrs. Lee Burklow.
to the action of the voters at
your insurance business!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker ject
Republicans:
were Sunday dinner guests of
MISS MAGGIE M. DUNBAR
the primary election, Saturday,
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge.
Aug.
6, 1949:
Mrs. Docie Freeman visited
Democrats:
her daughter, Mrs. Clem BlackCOmPtGE ipauteNCE SERVE
MRS. S. J. LARKINS
burn, over the weekend.
FLOYD YOUNG
• •.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
The Leader is authorized to anLee Burklow were: Mr. and Mrs.
nounce the following candidates
Monroe Butts and children, Mor- for magistrate, subject to
the actganfield, Mrs. Ida • Bolloman, ion of the voters at the primary
Marion and Mr. and Mrs. Coy erection, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Republicans:
Moore and Coy Moore, Jr.
W. FRANK RILEY, DIST. NO. 5
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
Democrats:
were in Evansville, Ind., MonJOHN LAWS, DIST. NO. 3
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landes
and Mr. Kelly Landes spent the
weekend at their homes here.
Only
Miss Lenora Rice and H. C.
Rice returned home after spend$4.00
ing last week with, relatives in
a
Sheffield, Ala.
month
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Brantley and
children, Charlotte, N. C., are
expected Tuesday for a visit with
her mother, Mrs. Essie Rucker.
Only the new Gray Magic Royal
offeri you all these!
Mr. and Mrs. Percey Hugsby,
Finger-Flow Keys I • Maple Margin I
Nashville, Tenn., and John Ray
The Exclusive Ladies' Store
.
00441 Typewriter" Keyboard ond
Van Hoosier, Marion, were visiControls I • Speed Sp o.. I
tors of Mr. and Mrs. Marion
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Harvill Thursday.
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO., Mrs. Reed Brown is visiting
HOPKINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brown
704 S. Main St.
in Evansville, Ind., this week.

tar Key, Fla.,—(AP)—A
husband aria Wife teach* team
has decided after nearly 50 years
to retire. They are Mr. and-Mrs,
James Loren Bilderbeck • who
one to Alachua county in 1925
Ater teaching in Indiana.
Mrs. Bilderbeck war born in
1883 in Coatsville, Ind., and began teaching in 1904 at Brownsburg Rural School in Hendricks
.County. Her salary was $350 a
year. She taught the elementary
grades and was qualified to teach
English and Mathematics.
Her husband was born in 1884
in .Hartsville, Ill., and began his

teechings career In bls home
town for $300 a year. His elementary and high school teach In career was interrupted three
times---oncrtiThe graitillerfreln
the Indianapolis College of Pharmacy in 1909; once to get his
Bachelor of Science' degree In
Education in 1931 at the University of Florida; and once to teach
physics at the University of
Florida during World War II.
Although the people of the
United States used natural gas
for lighting as far back as the
early 1800's it is only in the last
15 years that it has been extensively used in homes and industries.

AldtVATOR IS
H0051.11
Iliftrapest, Hungary
Dogs and other
conith(Ji
Jitni.444..444.
----Mt the
alligator ovned
Laszlo Lipthay of
Pecs.
The alligator was
ere a
inches long when
he se
from South America
a little
10 years ago. Now
he
around seven feet. Ile
whiting a week, but etts
slept
months last winter.
Ali the
ligator likes a
comfortable
chair in the Lipthany home,
his master says: "Deep aad
cere friendship
binds te
gether."

A

Product of Perfection Stove

Company

enry&
Uti

Phone' 2751

In Last Week's Advertisement For

A big Blanket Bargain was advertised at the
wrong price.

but so

tho
line neig
to call an
MAN
of as
now
semi
lions
Cables
to fur

PIECE GOODS

The Greatest Bargains in West

Also many other Excellent Bargains in our July Sale!

Beauty by Chrysler
gieYeategeeearke, I Jz,.Atad€6

NEI PORICSR CONVRRTIRLI SEDAN
wish Pronornetu Mod Air..
• Drh•

Princeton V. F. W. Post Nd. 5595
— BENEFIT —
Princeton V. F. W. Ball Park

—
Thursday — July 14th 3:00 P. M.
— TIME

— PLACE —
V.

F. W. Ball Park

On The Cadiz Road

—
American Legion Vs V. F. W.
- - ADMISSION
— WHO

Advance-Adults
60c
Gate Adults
90c
Children
35c (Sold only at gate)
Prices Include Tax.
Adult Advance Tickets On Sale At The Corner Drug Store end V. F. W. Home.

Beauty In Appearance! Every clean,
lovely line has purpose and meaning.
Beauty that is useful is the Chrysler idea.
A striking line of chrome along the fenders may please your eye,
.1,but it's there to act as a rub
rail. Behind each detail of
Chrysler design there's •
story of common sense and
imagination in engineering

There'

A FEW OF THESE ARE LEFT

SHOES

ROYAL PORTABLE!..
-

further sta
properly
retains a

A real raw fo4

READY-TO-WEAR

RENT THE NEW
Rklf MICIC

wo acres of
led arc
to three Si'
cured In t
P. Garri
of Agricult
mics, Univ
M Circul

Here's the kerosene range for those who want dependable
performance at lowest cost. Five Long-Chimney Burners
assure instant cooking heat, easily regulated for slow simmering or fast boiling. Cooking heat is clean and odorless.
Pots and pans stay clean. Large "Live-Heat" Oven is "elho•
h1"— makes baking a pleasure because of the excellent
results it produces. Removable glass reservoir. Vital parts
ere finished in porcelain enamel.

Sale Of

Kentucky...

tacky far

grass sila

IVANHOE Range

Fast, Clean, Thrifty

Political
Aouncements

STORE-WIDE SALE

ss Sila
we

Beauty In Comfort! A chair at home
is beautiful if fine design gives it grace
and comfort. Chrysler chair-height seats
have this kind of beauty, too. Perfectly
proportioned for comfort, they seat you
at the proper height to see tle road and
to enjoy your drive. Comfo t that has
beauty through fine design—that's the
secret of Chrysler engineering and the
relaxing pleasure of driving a Chrysler.

sluoling.

Beauty In Performance! You know what we
mean the moment you feed the smooth response of
the great Spitfire High Compression engine. With
Prestomatio Fluid Drive Transmission, driving is
wonderfully easy. Start in third,• alliht lift of ves
toe takes you into cruising range. too
rarely touch the gear shift lever. A few
minutes in this ear gives you plrar
ia me it would take a book to describe.
Phone for a demonstration lode'.
eites Nis DO.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KhNTUCKY

dss Silage Tops
Cured Forag,

who lie
finding
are
silage
,tais
acres of forage properfeeding
.,.c1 arc equal in
three acres of the same
"'cared in the field," states
p. GAGGIgUS of the Col, Agriculture and Home
University of Ken.n Circular 361, "Grass

Alfalfa Field
Pays Off Well
G. C. Oliver of Cumberland
county has reason
.to tv...Assoed
—4ttliThve-TiCi•e—field of alfalfa he sowed last fall.
He
estimates hi first cutting
made
seven tons of hay, valued at
$30
a ton, which paid for the
fertilizer, seed, labor and rent. County Agent Earl Kilbourne notes
that Mr. Oliver had his soil tested, and so followed the best fertilization program.

Rearrangement
Saves Many Miles

Mrs. Mirvin Wells of Muhlenberg county figures that for $5
and sonic careful planning and
work, she is saving herself several miles of walking every year./
It came about as a result of a
study in the Benton Homemakers Club on making kitchen work
easier.
age of its original feeding value
The first step was a careful
"Good
forstates:
farther
than when preserved as fieldstudy of her kitchen. Then a selmade into grass cured hay.
Bluegrass grown on
dom used door was closed to
retains a higher percent- fertile land and ensiled
make more wall space available,
before
bloom will make silage containand the refrigeratur moved to the
ing nearly three times as much
right of the kitchen cabinet. This
digestible protein and slightly
gave easy access to supplies in
more total digestible nutrients
the refrigerator. Mrs. Wells estithan are found in the best corn
mated these changes saved her at
AUTOS
UNDER WATER AFTER MAIN BREAKS—Cars are practically
silage.
covered by wateL iii down- least 60 steps a day.
town
Dayton, O., after a 29-inch water main broke, delaying many
“The unrelitible • hay-making
To make baking day easier,
people on their way home from
work. The main broke five minutes after water
weather for which Kentucky and
crews had quit for the day. Man in upper left (arrow) she stored flour, sugar and meal
the Southeast are noted, is an clings to doorway as the waters rise. Thousands of Dayton residents, already suffering from
90- in a partitioned drawer in the
added reason for making grass degree-plus temperatures, were without water for nearly two hours. (AP Wirephoto)
cabinet, while spices and other
silage, since only one to four
baking supplies were placed in
hours of field wilting are requirsix racks made to hang on the
July Pruning Month
ed before the crop is ready to
tins and bread pans were placed
For Spring Flowers
put away
cabinet doors. Cake and pie
Flower
gardeners
By Cynthia Lowry
are
remindpei loci, pretending they were
"Dairy farmers should be es- AP Newsfsaturse
in a file arrangement made by
household domestics, did a bit in ed by N. R. Elliott, authority putting several partitions in a
pecially interested'in grass silage
Authors are frightening these jail for shop-lifting or at least on horticulture at the College
because it enables them to proof Agriculture and Home Eco- deep drawer.
vide the benefits of an even days, they've lived such interest- were psychoanalyzed by some- nomics,
The convenience of the dish
University of Kentucky,
ing
lives.
body
No
important.
guy can get publishsupply of year-round pasture at
cupboard appeals particularly to
that
tops
of
narcissi,
tulips,
The rule on current autobiope- this homemaker,
a cost well below that of a ed, it seems, unless he's been a
for with the adgraphy—and the•public seems to onies and some irises should be
grain-and-hay ration. Sheepmen sailor on a mutinied ship, was a
dition of several half-shelves,
removed
in July when they die.
be more interested in that than
she can reach any desired piece
prize-fighter for a while or op- in performance
—is that it must Cutting off the dead parts and
without having to move others.
erated a combine in a Canadian be very humorous
or very drama- burning them is not only good
Even the storage space in the
Province. Lady writers put in tic. ,On the off
chance that some for the plants, but it also does
stove was improved when shelves
are findng that it far surpasses day I, too, will write a book or away with some insects and dis- were made
to hold skillets and
maybe
a
magazine
eases.
article,
Small
I am
iris plants found
both in quality and economy,
other equipment used there.
hay or corn silage as winter now revising my own personal growing among the old roots
Mrs. Wells, who had the cohistory.
should be removed, Mt. Elliott
roughages."
operation of her husband in
It is only during the past 12 Here is my new autobiography, advises, in order to retain the making shelves and racks, held
years that farmers have learned which goes into effect as of original varieties.
down the cost by using apple
about grass silage, according to today:
teachers at once recognized my boxes and other scrap lumber
"Papa
a
was
remittance
man.
Dr. Garrigus. The have found
Actually — although no one could unusual abilities and insatiable around the farm.
it to be an economical and palaOther changes made by this
ever get him to talk about it— love of literature. I was scarcetable feed for dairy cattle, beef
he was a younger son of the Duke ly three before I had digested family included the conversion
cattle, sheep, poultry and even
of C—and destined for a career completely Homer, G. B. Shaw of a back porch into a utility
hogs.
in the foreign office. There was Proust and Welzschmerz (Franz, room, and the installation of hot
Circular 361 which tells how a nasty scandal
and cold running water in the
about Eton play- not Hans).
to make grass silage, feed it, * fields and
"The amnesia which plagued kitehen.
although Papa
and of its advantages, is avail- later was absolved, he
had to go. me for so many years started in
able from offices of county and
Ten Years Ago—The Brooklyn
"Mama was a Spanish beauty my teens, after the unhappy afhome agents, or from the col- and—although she never talked fair of the V . . diamonds, but Dodgers and Boston Braves playlege, Lexington.
about it—the blood of kings ran that is another story. But that ed to a 23-inning, 2-2 tie at
in her veins. Her's was a tragic was what led me to Tibet where Boston.
story which I heard much, much as everyone knows by now I
later. With her unfortunate ex- studied at the feet of the lamas
perience with thc western cattle- anc' was inculcatc„1 with the vast
man, she disappeared from my Oriental lore which has stood
life. After that Papa never talk- me in such good stead in my futed, just sat around twirling his ure writings.
"When World War I broke out,
Princeton
Marion really magnificent mustachios. Wilhelm II called
for me immedWhen his remittance came, he
invariably uttered a short, nasty iately, his emissary on this oclaugh and beat all the serfs on casion being a small wizened man
our Tyrolean estate, it being with an Irish accent with whom
I broke the blockade in a submouflon season..
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your part,
marine. Right here and now I
"Of
course,
I
was
born
sea,
at
use neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows others
for Papa left the gaming tables would like to deny the stories
to call and frees, the line for incoming calls.
of Monte Carlo in search of new which were circulated about me,
For quick, effective control of
sport on the mighty waters of and state positively I had nothcoccidiosis, use Dr. Salsbury's
the. Mississippi. It was a dark, ing to do with the horrible affair
MANY of our customers desire different types
Sulquin. Contains sulfaquinstorm-tossed night and hope had at T—.
of service which are not generally available
oxaline. Sulquin comes in li"However,
I
am
still
not
at
about
been given up that the
just
quid for drinking
now—such as individual line or two-party line
liberty
to
reveal
the
tortured
acship would survive. Mother and
water, powder for
service. We have a record of all such applicativities
next
few years, but
of the
child nearly died, what with
mash. Controls ceand
tions
we're working hard to provide the
small-pox broken out aboard but sufficient to say that 15 armored
cal and intestinal
coccidiosis — fowl
both—seared by the heat—had divisions were sent to blast me
cables and central office equipment necessary
cholera, too. Ask
their wracked bodies carried off out of the ancient fortress of Y—.
to furnish the desired service as soon as possible.
For over 40 years we
for Sulquin.
The armistice found me in Terra
at Port Said.
have stayed and paid
"At a very tender age, Papa del Fuego, raising guano, but that
SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE AND TELEORAPH COMPANY
WOOD DRUG STORE
placed me in the famous school was just a blind for my real actiof Mont St.
where the gentle vities.
"World War II was a tiresome
repetition. Two days after hostilities broke out, a tall man with
a wind-roughened face came with
the magic summons. The Kremlin. Within minutes I was on my
way—and if I had known what
the next six years had in store, I
would have used the vial of
poison I always carry .. . just in
case.
"These post-war years are sun- INCREASES 'AMU VALIII
Increased soil fen
filled and happy, days of regaintility enables yell
ing physical atrength, although
to grow bigger and
my wounds still bother, and rebettor crops onfewsy acres. Maintain
cuperation of the soul. Writing
a
phosphorus-rich.
comes without effort. I dream
fertile soil with
great dreams, jot them down in
gujFOUR LEAP Pow.
dered Rock Mow
my sleep, and in theMorning type
ATE phar,
them off."

Relations. -Carefully
selected
UK To Hold Third
panel groups will discuss various
Family Life Meet
aspects of
The 11tU:d...ixaxtu4„-Eiazti4-144
parenthOod Mid h1ld developinstitute will lie held July 19.21 on the campus of the Univer- mat. Theme of the conference is
sity of Kentucky under the "New Horizons of Family Livsponsorship of several Univer- ing."
sity departments. Pr Inc ipal
speaker will be Dr. Gladys HoagThe Great Lakes form the
land Groves, vice president of largest inland body of fret&
the National Council on Family water in the world.

July 14 & 15— Today & Friday

Nobody Can
°
Make Love Like the
Gal Who Invented It.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

WORLD'S CHAMPION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
(With Dubl-Life
RIvetless Brake Linings)

"I'm standing by for the
most Beautiful BUY of all..."

Feature Program

With
James Ellison
Anne Gwynne
Also
Chapter No. 7
"G Men Never Forget

Terrytoon

Cartoon

RONALD
REAGAN • WAYNE MORRIS
iewARD ARNOLD • VIRGINIA YIILD
OW Isindeciell PATRICIA NEAL

Nothing less will satisfy —
Nothina else will do!

PLUS

Selected

Shorts

19 & 20— Tues;& Wed.

3-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS
(with Extra Low-Pressure Tires)

STARRING

The 1949 City Tax Books are now open for

FISHER UNISTEEL BODY
CONSTRUCTION

Double

Waters of Great Salt Lake are
about six times as salty as the
ocean.
Afghanistan became political
entity in 1747, previously having
Thompson Phosphate CO.
been a cluster of small states
under various rules.
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, III

LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN ITS FIELD,
with WIDEST TREAD, as well

CURVED WINDSHIELD while
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

July 16 Saturday

collection and all tax payers paying before July
20, 1949, will be given a 2 percent discount.

GENE KELLY
JUDY GARLAND
MICKEY ROONEY
JUNE ALLYSON
PERRY COMO

The Maintenance Tax on lots in Cedar Hill
Cemetery are due July 1, 1949.

"ct

IC
MUS

MOOS

ETNA NOOSE
ANN SOTIONIN
WM%-RUN
yr.640
•
........

•
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Juniors Lose In Tourney
The American Leg* juiliir

NOTE. Please call No. 2141 and give Items for this page to whoever •n•w•te the phew.
of the news.

to expedite handling

By David Taylor Marke
AP Nowsfeatures
Lottie Moon Circle
"Give it to me!"
Miss Peggy Mae Williams,
"I won't, it's mine!"
Meeting
Monthly
Has
daughter tif Mr. and Mrs. George
"It isn't, I had it first!"
The Lottie Moon Circle of
Miss Dorothy Arm Davis spent
Williams, former Princetenlans First Baptist Church met TuesFive-year old Mary snatched
Sunday afternoon in Paducah the toy from
her younger brother.
now of Murfreesboro, Tenn., and day night, July 5, at the home
with her father, Mr. W. E. Davis, Not to be outdone, he began to
the Rev. Earl M. Caldwell, Nashof Mrs. W. E. Willis. Ten mem- and Mrs. Davis.
pommel her with powerful little
ville, Tenn., were married at 3
fists, and she returned the blows
• • •
o'clock Sunday afternoon, July bers and one visitor were preswith equal-vigor. Two-and -a-half3, in the Cumberlaud Presby- ent,
Mr. and Mrs. John Durilla
year-old Nancy played her part
terian Church, Murfreesboro.
Mrs. Willis, assisted by Mrs. and children have returned to by delivering
none-too-gentle
Those from here who attended Alvin Lisanby, presented the de
their home in Ft Smith, Ark., taps on each of their heids, alterthe ceremony and the reception
-program.
after a visit to Mrs. Sallie Powell nately, with a long ,wooden spoon,
Immediately following were Mr. votional and
Members present were Mes- Catlett and Mr. Lucas Powell, while Baby Jim, from his cot,
and Mrs. Frank Franklin and
joined in the rumpus, by contridames William Larkins, Robert Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Franck.
• • •
buting repeated shrieks.
elacob, Gordon Glenn, W. E.
What can mothers do to prevent
Willis, Mina Tom Ryan, Alvin
Mrs. Guy Stevens, Blackfoot,
Peppers Entertain
Lisanby and Ova Shelton and Idaho, is visiting her mother, these distressing quarrels that
Misses Mary Wilson Baker, Mrs. Sallie P. Catlett, and her many of us know so well? Let us
With Barbecue Dinner
NEWEST SENATOR ARRIVES IN WASHINGTON—John Foster Dulles (left), appointed to the U.
A barbeque dinner was given Gwen. . Booker and. Melitille uncle, Lucas Powell, Washing- look for the causes, advises the
S. Senate to succeed Sen. Robert F. Wagner (D-NY) who recently resigned, arrives at National air.riturday night, July 2, by Mr. Young. Mrs. Ed Hill, sister of ton street. Mrs. Stevens is the National Kindergarten Associaport in Washington, D. C. where he was greeted by Sen. Irving M. Ives (II-NY) (right). Mrs.
tion.
and Mrs. C. A. Pepper. Guests Mrs. Shelton, was a guest.
former Corinne Catlett.
Dulles (second from left) accompanied her husband. With Senator Ives is his wife. Gov.
A
well-fed,
rested
and
happy
•
•
•
lunch
plate
served
by
A
was
were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Thomas E. Dewey made the appointment. (AP Wirephato)
child,
says
the
Association,
can
Herbert
and
and
Clift
Mrs.
Mr.
Chambers, Chicago, Ill.; Mr. the hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Mrs. Willie Byrd and children, seldom be persuaded to fight. He
and Mrs. Bd Neeley, Nashville, Jacob.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Leader Congratulates
Jeanette and Barbara Sue, were is merry—contented with the
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. John Crosier
Wilson,
Floyd
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
world—but
children,
like
adults,
the guests Sunday, July 3, of
Kansas City, Mo.; Mrs. Jerry Circle To Meet
are not always in this happy
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
Mrs. Clift's sister, Mrs. John
Smith
and
daughter, Pam
Circle No. 2, Womens Society
state;
it
is
then that quarrels arise
of
a daughter, Linda Faye, 'TuesThrocksnortan,
Mr.
and
ThrrockBowling Green; Mrs. ArneIla of Christian Service, ,Ogden Meso easily. Jealousy is another
day, July 5. She weighed seven
Chambers, Kuttawa; Lt. Gene morial Methodist Church, will morton. They were accompanied cause of
friction.
Keck Says State's High- pounds 12 ounces.
Young, Camp Campbell, and Mrs. have a potluck supper at 6:30 home by Mrs. Clift's mother,
Very often we find an elder
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Massey,
Dan Patton and Mr. and Mrs. o'clock Monday night, July 18, Mrs. Josie Lamb, who had been child disliking a
ways Carrying Record
younger one.
Route I, Fredonia, on the arrival
visiting the Throckmorton's two We
R. E. Young, Princeton.
are afraid to leave them in a
at the home of Mrs. George PetTraffic Now
of a daughter Saturday, July 9.
weeks.
room alone for fear that the eldFrankfOrt, —Kentuckians and Sharon Jean weighed seven
tit, Mrs. Ralph Cash will dis• • •
er will harm the yoUnger child.
cuss "United Nations."
Kentucky visitors purchased 14,- pounds.
Recent weekend guests of Mr.
In such cases, says the Asso000,000 more gallons of gasoline
and Mrs. C. A. Pepper were Mr. ciation, "it may be
the elder child
Flavor a simple confectioners'
Associational WMS
and Mrs. Ed Neeley, Nashville, feels that you are giving
more during the first six months of sugar icing with a little almond
Term.;
Mr.
and
John
Mrs.
period
same
the
during
than
1949
Wednesday
To
Meet
attention to the younger one, esSTOMACH SUFFERERS
extract for cupcakei and garr.Ish
The Women's Missionary So- Crosier, Kansas City, Mo., and pecially if the elder had been a in 1947, Highway Commissioner
chopped nutmeats.
with
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Thomas
Chambers,
cieties of the Caldwell AssociaGET AMAZING RELIEF
great pet before the arrival of John A. Keck said today. The
the latter. The fact that the young- gasoline tax figures are supThe HARVEY STOMACH tion of Baptists will meet at, 10 Chicago, Ill.
• • •
TREATMENT goes further o'clock
Wednesday
er child needs more attention is ported by the traffic increase inmorning,
than most stomach treatments July 20, at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Mrs. Herbert Clift and Mr. and something the elder must be made dicated by 14 automatic traffic
on the market today. It is made
Mrs. Willie Byrd and children, to understand. Perhaps, is she recorders in Kentucky operated
up of four different medicines. Church, Mrs. Mae Morris, supOne of the main ingredients is perintendent, said. The theme Jeanette and Barbara Sue, were were taken into a "partnership" by the Department's Division of
belladbnna.
will be "Young and Community the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clea- in bringing up the helpless new- Planning.
"Every index available to the
We guarantee this wonderful Service and Reaping." All young tus Byrd, Murray, Monday of comer she would feel better. She
can be made to understand the Department agrees that Kenmedicine to relieve ulcer pain, people are invited to attend, last week.
•
•
•
and that acid, gassy, belchy, she said.
baby's need, and then she will tucky highways are being used
nervous and lack of pep feelMr. and Mrs. Willett Orange feel proud and important in help- more today than ever before,"
ing. Compare its price with Leads CYF Program
and children, Cleveland, 0., were ing mother care for him.
Mr. Keck said. "Total traffic is
other stomach preparations.
Miss Dorla Stallings led the
Where no such effort to bring 16 percent higher than in 1941,
Start this treatment today — program on Christian personali- the guests this week of Mr. and about
understanding
to
made, maximum pre-war ynor and has
Mrs. M. L. Orange, Mr. and
there is no need to suffer. Ask ty at a meeting of the
Christian Mrs.
your druggist for Harvey TabH. W. Nichols and Mr. both children will pass a stormy continued to rise since the first
Youth Fellowship Sunday night
childhood,
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
continually scrapping, of this year. This year's trafand Mrs. W. E. McCaslin.
at First Christian Church. The
• • •
says the Association.
WOOD DRUG STORE
fic has never been below the
meeting followed an afternoon
Children's quarrels often arise
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Young
1948 level and has maintained a
e.s,szf visiting shut-ins.
and son, Leonard, spent last week on account of their possessions. -good lead throughout the six
in Libertyville, RI., with Mr. Each member of the family should month period.
Young's sister, Mrs. Jahn Hob- have a spot—a shelf or drawer—
"Gasoline tax returns at five
where treasures can be kept free
son, and Mr. Hobson. They were
from interference. Respect for cents a gallon during the first
accompanied to Harvey, RI., by
another's property is not born six months of 1947 were $10,Mrs. Elisha Bridges, Miss Betty
but must be taught. With their in- 380,969,13. For the same period
Bridges and Miss Beverly
nate sense of justice, very young this year, the road fund 'collectBridges, who were returning
children can soon learn this les- ed $15,519,093.09 on the seven
home after visiting relatives son—a
lesson large in its signi- cents tax. Thirteen states have
here.
ficance
in every later undertak- found it necessary to raise the
• • •
"Teardrop'
gasoline tax.
ing.
Mrs. Bernard Orange and
In North Carolina, the people
In many groups there is a bully
child were the guests this week
who grabs all he can—keeps the voted to raise the sac-cent tax
of Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange
swing, the wagon, or the car to seven cents in a popular stateand Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols longer
than his turn, knowing wide refrendtun.
while en route from Jackson, others are
"There is no evidence to supnot able to take anyMiss., to their home in Cleveland, thing from
him. One good way to port the claim that the new and
0
deal with this fellow, says the increased tax is driving tourists
• • •
Association, is to give him re- away or in any way decreasing
George N. Green, Miami, Fla., sponsibility, such as
seeing that traffie on Kentucky highways.
will leave for his home Friday little ones have their
share of Traffic is definitely on the inafter a two weeks' visit with his opportunities and playthings.
This crease. It has been developing
sister, Mrs. H. W. Blades, and appeals to his self-importance.
rapidly since the close of the
Mr. Blades. He will visit friends
Youngsters have a wonderful war, returning to pre-war status 9Igeifyirg joy is the purpose In
this deeign arrangement by
in Eastern Kentucky and sense of rightness, bf fairness,
Before you put down your money
Loot at the facts. Of 22 qualin July of 1946.
"Ober's". it's a gay reingitag
for a new car, put the new cars ity features found in highin West Virginia en route home. and, when evenly matched in age
"The traffic and tax increase bri0e-eyed flower sad ferna inup against each other. Compare priced cars, the low-priced
* * *
and size, can usually settle dif- is returning needed revenue
them--feature for feature, dol- Plymouth has 21— the second
to terspersed with round sad elanMr.
and Mrs. Homer Milliken ferences without help. So, when the Department in order that
lar for dollar--end the answer low-priced car has 13—the third
we galled glistening spoee that reflect
Is the NEW PLYMOUTH!
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Waller cries set nerves tingling, resist
low-priced car has 4.
may build and maintain more tviora to euercoading objects.
and children, Cape Girardeau, the urge to rush in and leal punStems are also set. Pre-war weight,
FACTORT-APPROVID SLIME STANDARDS... GENUINE MOPAR PARTS
and better roads."
and quality of course. Made ia •
Mo.. were the Sunday guests of ishment; first investigate fully.
complete woriots 01itcass.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols and This truly requires the wisdom of
Regulars Defeat Calvert
Solomon.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange.
Price $1.23 ea. Salad Plates
Nursery quarrels cannot be City, 7-0, Sunday
* * *
slightly higher.
wholly
swept
away, says the
Mr. and Mrs. Anson KykenW. Main St.
The Princeton Regulars dePhone 2093
dall and Mrs. J. H. Leech re- Association, human nature being feated Calvert City, 7-0, Sunday Walker's Drug &
Jewelry
what it is. But after seeing that
afternoon with Pickens striking Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211
our charges are physically well,
out 14 and allowing two hits.
let us discover and remove any
Princeton garnered 14 hits. The
reason for a feeling of unfairness.
Regulars will go to Smithland
turned Tuesday after a 10-day Sunday. The next home game
visit at the home of Mr. and will be with Grand Rivers SunMrs. James Harvey Leech and day, July 24.
son, Jimmy, Lexington.
Teach the boys and girls respect
* * *
for another's property, and always
Mrs. Will Loftus has returnallow time for them to settle their
ed from several weeks' visit to
differences themselves. Above all,
relatives in Dayton, 0., Charles- concludes
the Association, let
ton, W. Va., and other points. us, their parents, show them a
The G-E Space Maker Refrigerator Is
Her son, Donald, returned home continuous
packed with practical conveniences. For
example of harexample, the butter conditioner keeps butwith her for a visit.
monious living.
ter at easy-spreading consistency.
It gives you one-third more refrigerated
food-storage space in the same floor space
occupied by former 6-cu-ft raodels.
You'll get years of day-after-day dependable service, because it's powered by the
famous G-E sealed-in refrigerating system.

Williams-Caldwell

baseball team went
out ef
regional tournament
111.2
-..:Ttnattw —lifferii664
Central City trounced the
e; 4.
0. The only Princeton
hit wit,
Richard Lewis. The
Juniors se
play at Murray Thursday ;
aii
noun, July 21.
Stuffed celery
wedges die
ways popular fare
to
a first course of fruit serve ves
or tissak
juice. For the stuffing use‘
er,
cheese blended with
mama%
and then mixed with thin
fa§
of black alive. Sprinkle
with es
rika before serving.. In
Preps*
the celery the large
Yellowlegs%
an the laile outside
stalk.
be removed, but the
small y
leaves on the small
inside etsk
may be left on. The large etegi
may be cut in small wedges*
stuffed, but the small inner
ada
may be served whole.
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Walker's Drug & Jewelry
Dial 3211

Tourists Do Not
Mind Gas Tax
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Summer
Suits

ARLY

Buy On0

Drastically Reduced

"Teardrop"

MERIT-TONE RAYONS
Regularly $40-$35
NOW $27.50
MERIT TONE RAYONS
Regularly $30 .. Now
$24.50
TROPICAL WORSTED
Regularly $40.00 ...
NOW $27.50
SUMMER SLACKS
$8.75 - $7.75 - $6.50
STOCK OF SPORT
COATS
WHITE ENRO SPORT
$2.50 - $2.25...
$1.50
SHIRTS
$5.00 . . Now $3.50
STOCK OF T-SHIRTS
LOT OF BOYS'
SLACKS
$5.00 . . Now $3.25

Leomerest quality
to prevent moths.
weight; gives corn

Wood Bros.

HODGE MOTOR SALES

71*is woo*
/oat('/
e

Special

8-cubic-foot model as low as
$22,

ONLY ,2.00

Per
week

after down payment
MODEL P411-11P

GENERAL
takceer

ELECTRIC

79c VALUES
For

Refrigerator
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

•

RECORDS

RUSSELL'S JEWELRY

YOUR IN

"F

NOW GOING ON
Our entire stock of men's and women's high grade
SPRING and SUMMER FOOTWEAR Now on Sale
at Great Reduced Prices. Don't miss this opportunity.
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State Will Have
five Dairy Shows

s Partnership
actice Law

Th

1 C. Schultz, son of the

with

irt

ions A
alty
&
9tt Jewelry

(Continued from Page On
of his farm under oultivaties, Late in the 1930s the CCC
‘‘sullt terraces had rearranged
fences for convenience to buildings and stock water. Mr. Stroube
always has practiced counteur
cultivation.
The Stroube home has been
modernized since electricty
reached the farm last, spring.
New facilities including running
water and many labor-saving
appliances.
Mr. Stroube has a diversified
farming program. He grows corn,
tobacco, small grains and hay;
ha.; dairy cattle, sheep and hogs.
Mr. Stroube is a member of the
Farm ,Bureau and was one of
the organizers of the Tr -County
The world production of crude
'
Artificial Breeding Association.
petroleum in 1946 was 2,750,190,Mrs. Stroube is an active Home000 barrels of 42 gallons each.
maker.
The program will include a
WALKER HAS IT
tour of the farm from 10 to 12
o'clock, lunch provided by the
three banks of Caldwell County, and talks during the afternoon by J. F. Graham, AgriculWalker's Drug & Jewelry
tural representative of the Ken-

Frankfort,-Kentucky's f lv•
Mrs. 0. M. Schultz, has
dairy cattle shows scheduled
a law partnership with
for the week beginning August
T. Goheen and Mahlon
bourne to be known as
15, bid fair to have more than
hultz and Schelbourne.
1,200 animals entered, COMMii: cos, which will open
'loner of Agriculture Harry F.
aie in the Citizens SayWalters said this week. Only 731
nk Building, Paducah.
animals were entered in last
Az was until recently
year's contests, the first ever
of law at the Univerheld.
Louisville Scheol of Law.
Walter.; said reports from
taught and practiced law
4-H clubs and Vocational AgSville since 1941, being
rkUlture groups already indied with such firms as
cated at least 1,200 animals will
Middleton
Milner and
,
be entered. The State has made
and Bullitt and MiddleIRK I
EE BO
am anneman, Jr., 17-month-old visitor from Washington, D. C. eats available $5,000 in premium IN BORDER CLASH-Lt. William
rs. Schultz is the former jello, served by his mother, at Syracuse, N. Y. (July 9)
while firemen work to free his leg from a funds and in some instances, lo- C. Linderose, Port Huron, Mich.,
ood Towery, Princeton. water stand Pipe in a Syracuse street.
Sam's father holds him upright during the operation. cal groups will add to prize (above) was identified by U. S.
re already moved to Pa- After cutting the pipe below Sam's foot,
firemen greased his leg and pulled it out. (AP Wirephoto)
Army sources as the American
Shows will be held at May- officer who shot and killed a Rushelborne is the sone of Paducah where he is assistant
field, Aug. 15; Bowling Green, sian soldier in a border clash
Shelbourne, judge of the corporation counsel of that city.
Aug. 16; Campbellsville, Aug. near Coburg, July 9. (AP WireCourt
District
in West- Mr. Goheen, formerly of Mar17; Shelbyville, Aug. 18 and photo)
lucky. He was formerly shall county, has been practicing
Mrs. Ruth Litchfield
Flemingsburg, Aug. 19.
rdwell, but now lives in in Louisville.
Mrs. Ruth Litchfield, 78, wife
Try a Leader ClassiBed Ad!
There will be special showof the Rev. A. D. Litchfield, manship rings for FFA and 4-H
Cabin Lots Are On
former pastor of the Methodist Club entries at each of the
Eastern Shore, South
Church here, died Monday, July shows which will be limited to
Of Golden Pond
4, at their home in Louisville. female animals. No club memSeventy-six cabin sites on the
Funeral services were conduct- ber will be permitted to enter
eastern shore of Kentucky Lake, ed Thursday at Rardy's Broad- more than three animals. All
four miles from Model, Tenn., way Chapel, Louisville, and buri- calves must have been owned by
will be sold at auction by TVA al was in Resthaven Cemetery. the persons entering them at
Besides her husband, Mrs. least 60 days before the shows.
Tuesday, morning August 9 at
Litchfield is survived by four
Winners of the show rings
11 o'clock.
The sale will be conducted on daughters, Mrs. E. R. Koltinsky, will be made eligible to compete for the commissioner's
the Ginger Creek Subdivision.
trophy at the Kentucky State
Model is on Tennessee HighFair in September.
way 49 approximately 13 miles
Arrangements for the district
(Continued from Page One)
south of Golden Pond.
The lots will be sold at auc- well County are treated equal dairy shows are being made with
tion. Written bids may be sub- and just to the very best of his the co-operation of the State
mitted to J. W. Newman or L ability. Daddy knows nearly Department of Agriculture, the
Now is your opportunity to save on porch and yard furniture. We are ofM. Parrish, Land Branch, TVA, every house and farm in Cald- 4-H Club Deportment of the
202 Post Office building, Shef- well County, and often when he University of Kentucky, the
fering
our complete stocks of Summer Furniture and we have a very nice
field, Ala. Verbal bids will be takes me out driving he tells State Department of Vocational
Agriculture
together
me
with
where
selection
local
to offer. Come in now, and save money on any item in our Sumeach
of
you
live
and
received the day of the sale ern
all property of which there are about your dogs and kitty cats, civic groups. In addition, puremer
Furniture
stock.
and mules and cows, and how he bred breeding groups are ofprices offered.
fering
prizes
has
at
some
of
the
hunted
and
fished with you.
Mirnimum prices range from
I am sure that he knows the fairs.
for reaching the area:
fair vaue of property in Cald$200 to $1,000.
Princeton; Mrs. R. A.. Roan,
TVA gives these directions for well County..
Dawson Springs; Mrs. 0. M. MorDaddy
doesn't
like
to
talk
reaching the area:
ris, Pound, Va., and Miss MarFollow U. S. 68 west of Cadiz about it, but he is a disabled garet Litchfield, Louisville; two
REDUCED TO
veteran
of
World War 1. He is
and east of Eggners Ferry b.idge
sons, Samtiel P., Eddyville, and
to Kentucky Highway 28$. Fol- proud of having served in the A. D. Litchfield, Jr., Louisville;
low arrows to Model, Tenn.; turn Navy and I hear him thank 11 grandchildren and a greatright and follow arrows to sub- Uncle Sam nearly every day for grandchild.
division. Follow Highway 78 the small pension he gets every
PAY $1.25 WEEKLY
west of Dover and east of Scotts- month. He can handle this job
Add the color and attractiveness to your porch you
x90-In Size
Mrs.
Ida
H.
Benson
of
Tax
Commissioner efficiently
have always wanted. These beautiful gliders will
Fitzhugh bridge to Tennessee
Mrs. Ida Howard Benson, wife
do the trick.
Highway 49. Follow arrows to with one -arm and two fingers,
of Fred Benson, died Monday,
merest quality-treated with Amuno
Model; turn left and follow ar- but it's pretty hard for him to
Made by Ilettrich, nationally known manufacturer of fine porch furrliture. Streamlined arms,
prevent moths. Comfortable
find a job to support his family July 4, at a hospital in Long
full innerspring construction, water repellent covered cushions chrome steel frame with rubber
rows
to
subdivision.
eight; gives comfort without bulk.
Beach, Calif., after a long illwith this physical handicap.
tipped feet. Ash traps built into arms.
Daddy gets me in his lap and ness. The sister of the late P.
Charles Scott Begins
tells me about the time he used A. Howard, Princeton, she was
to be Tax Commissioner and how the aunt of Mrs. J. L. Groom,
Basic Pilot Training
Charles D. Scott, Jr., nephew he knows he made you a good 313 N. Harrison. Funeral serv,of Mrs. T. W. McConnell, 408 Tax Commissioner, and he was ices were conducted in CaliforBlue or Rose Plaids . . .
Hopkinsville street, is one of Just and Honest and Courteous to nia.
160 cadets who arrived at Con- all of you. He was so happy then
nally Air Force Base, Waco, for he was serving the people Mrs. Bertie Dunning
Texas, recently to begin a six- of Caldwell County-the people
Funeral services for Mrs. Bermonths basic pilot training he was reared with and the tie Dunning were conducted Fricourse. On fhe completion of people he loves.
day afternoon, July 8, in Mor70x80-In Size
Will you please vote for Dad- gan's Funeral Home. Rev. George
this training they will move to
Part Wool Pairs
advanced pilot schools to be dy, August 8th, and again in W. Filer was in charge. Burial
trained in jet fighters, F-51 Mus- November? You will make him was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
All Colors
Sensational value! 2-2full
tangs or fast light bombers. happy and you will make me Mrs. Dunning died suddenly
s
size blankets woven into a
Aviation cadet Scott attended the very happy too. You will also Ttiesday night, July 5. She is
PAY
$1.25
WEEKLY
single length; gives added
University of Kentucky before select a Tax Commissioner for survived by a brother, Frank
warmth and comfort! 3-inch
Big spring steel frame, cushion type
Caldwell County who "can do Wylie, Princeton. Pallbearers
enlisting in the Air Force.
matching sateen binding
chairs, covered in water-repellent covand will do" in a polite and were Clifton Carter, Walter
ers. The most comfortable metal chair
courteous manner, and a Tax Rogers, C. A. Horn, C. E. Gaddie,
you ever saw. This is an extra low
Sails For Nassau
price. Don't miss it.
Nassau, Bahamas- (AP) - Commissioner you will be proud Thomas Jones and W. H. Miles.
Durward Knowles will represent of.
Thank you very much.
An English Quaker, Abraham
the Nassau fleet in the world
Sarah Carolyn Hillyard
championship regatta at Chicago
Derby, first smelted iron ore
with coke, in 1735.
in August. The former star class
world champion swept five eliMn. Rep I. Engelhardt, Owner
W. G. Walrond, Mgr.
mination races in the yacht Gem
Large pitcher, gix big glasses. Beaurecently.
tifully decorated. These sell regularly at $1.49. They are real buys it
$1.00. Limited supply. Get youis
now.

16 Ky. rake Sites
To Be Auctioned

Deaths & Funerals

"Jubilee"
TABLEWARE

RLY BIRD

OUR ANNUAL MID-SEASON

BLANKETS

Buy On Our Easy La -Away Plan!

RAY
0-$35,
27.50
RAYONS
0.. Now
ORSTED.
0.00
27.50
CKS- $6
5SPORT
SPORT
.25...
w $3.50
-SHIRTS
5wOYS'$3.25
SI

Seven

tricky Bankers Associatiwi; Glen
Williamson, University of •fKentacky field agent in dairying,
J. ,,j4 Damasks, Ur-of- K. field agent in farm management.
Mr. Willlamson's topic will be
''The Livestock Program on the
Farm" end Mr. Daniels will
speak on "Importance of Good
Management in Farming."
Farmers National Bank and
First National Bank, Princeton,
and Fredonia Valley Bank will
The field day is one of a series
Mabry.
furnish the lunch. The program
was planned by County Agent
being held this summer in Kentucky and is designed to focus
attention on progressive farmers
and the practices that have made
them successful.

Stroube Farm To

1200 Cows Already Are
Entered In District
Contests

ducoh

wectiles
e to serve
triet or
(hog oiss
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LEARANCE

Sarah Carolyn

OF SUMMER FURNITURE

REGULAR $59.95 - - SMART - - COMFORTABLE

3 - PASSENGER GLIDERS
$49.95

II Wool Blanket

8.95

REGULAR $19.50 SPRING STEEL
WATER-PROOF CUSHION TYPE

3.95

CHAIRS
$ 1 5.8 8

Federated

WATER SET
$1.00

"BILL DING'S" Business
is

BUILDING Business

COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
YOUR INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DEALER CORDIALLY INVITES

TH/6/S OUR POLICY
, AA/C)PR/DE '
OUR PATRONS MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED

YOU TO ATTEND

Mrs. Hartley Hawlick's
2nd Presentation of

"FROZEN FOOD FACTS"

40.

ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot

COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
Wednesday, July 20

ATTENDANCE PRIZE WILL BE GIVEN
This is an educational program on the'preservation of foods, using
the frozen food method. Selecting of proper foods, preparing,
packaging, handling, freezing and storing will be demonstrated
in detail; also the couktng of the food after frPering This demon
stration will last about one arid one-half hours.

REGULAR $8.95 COMFORTABLE

MATCHING TABLE

HAMMOCKS

6.88

39.76

Regular $48.00 value. Well made, heavy canvas umbrella, with heavy duty table. Umbrella fits through top of table. Dress up
your lawn at this low price.

Cool comfort for the hot days ahead. Very
comfortable and colorful. A real value. too.
Limited quantity.

All Sizes In

ite up
124c up
6t4e

PORCH RUGS

If phone No. 3212 will
call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Enamel.

Princeton, Ky.
2:00 O'clock
YOU ARE WELCOME TO BRING A FRIEND AS YOUR GUEST

LARGE 8-FT. UMBRELLA AND

MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT

27x54 Grass Throw Rugs
36x72 Grass Throw Rugs
6x9 Grass Throw Rugs
27x54 Fibre Throw Rugs
4x7 Fibre Throw Rugs
6x9 Fibre Porch Rugs

$7.50 per sq.
75e per gal.
279 per gal.

We have a limited supply of these rugs in all colors and
In different designs. You can dress up your porch with
one or more of these rugs. Check the prices, they are
all grand buys!

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
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JORDAN FURNITURE CO.

„
-

41

(Incorporated)

"Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers"
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$1.00
$3.29
$5.29
$3.88
$7.77
$10.88
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Game And Fish Rules
Undergo Few Changes

Farmers living along Tompkinsville Route 3 in Monroe
county are looking with pride on
the 200 newly painted and stenciled rural mail boxes which extend along the 37-mile stretch
of highway. It was the Rock
Bridge and Mt Gilead Homemakers Clubs that started the
improvement project. With the
cooperation of the box holders
in placing boxes on good posts,
and the 4-H club members in
helping with the painting and
stenciling of names, the women
have completed a worthy project.

which period no coons or possums are to be taken and the
hunter is barred from carrying
guns. From midnight November
19 through January 31, was designated as the official coon hunting season during which coons
and possums may be taken by
guns and dogs. The trapping season for furbearing animals was
left the same as for last season,
December 1 to January 31, inclusive.
The commissicin voted to ban
deer hunting this year. It was
pointed out that deer in the area or molesting of trees bearing
IN APPRECIATION of the Ford being made to the youth of the
in which hunting was permilted coon dens. Also, the commission- Motor Company's contribution to United States and to organized baselast year have decreased in num- ers barred molestation or de- the youth of America through its ball:. Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
annually spend more than
ber until no damage is being struction of ground dens of support of the American Legion dealers
$1,250,000 for uniforms and equipdone farm crops and the com- coons.
funior baseball program, an en- ment in cooperating with 17,000
mission voted in favor of allowAll other regulationsNor fish graved wrist watch was presented American Legion posts in sponsoring
ing the brood stock to remain and game were to remain the to President Henry Ford U June 15 junior baseball teams and leagues.
by Baseball Commissioner A. B. In addition, the Ford Motor Comin these areas to reproduce and same, the commission voted.
making the pany spends about $280,000 in sup.
stock these, and other sections.
The complete season both dates (Happy) Chandler. In
organized
In an effott to 'curb out-of- inclusive and bag limists follows: award, Chandler (left) told Mr. port of the program and
Ford it was for the "great itarvica baseball contributes ;50,000.
season rabbit and quail hunting,
Squirrel—Season August 20 to
the commission voted to ban use November 5. Bag limit 6 per day.
Johnson, told me that most of the
of shotguns in fields for any purQuail—Season November 20 to
Senators prefer meeting in this
November
5
from
midnight
pose
January 10. Bag limit 10 per day.
room, even under croweded conuntil midnight November 19, the
Rabbits—Season November 20
ditions, but if it is found to noisy
day before the open season on to Januu 10. Bag limit 8 per
they will have to move over to
quail and rabbits. The commis- day.
By Jane Zeds
the Caucus room of the Senate
sion -also voted -to ban sale of
Grouse. or Native Pheasant—
Washington—July 1 will be
office building.
coon carcasses at any time in Season December 1 to Decemmoving day on Capitol Hill.
Reasons they prefer the old
the year and to prevent cutting ber 15. Bag limit 2 per day.
off room are that it is nearer the
Oppossurn and Raccoon—Sea- Workmen will begin tearing
Senate
son November 20 to Janury 31. the roofs of the Senate and Senate restaurant, the
Mink, Skunk, Muskrat and Red House wings of the Capitol build- library and the document room.
Fox—Season December 1 to Jan; ing and members will have to But the 96 senators will have to
only a
uary 31.
carry on their business in tem- do without desks and
limited number of news and raBullfrog—Season June 1 to porary quarters.
beDecember 31- Limit per day 15.
There just won't be any'room dio men will be admitted
smallness of the
15.
for tourist visitors after that. cause of the
A person who has hunted two Congressmen will crowd into the chamber.
"The room worked out alor more days in succession may Ways and Means Committee
have in his possession a total room. Senators will cram into right in 1940 when they were reof the Senthe old Supreme Court chamber inforcing thd ceiling
but
the Senate
Chamber,
ate
to the central portion of the
-then was not in session every
Capitol building.
not so many
The Ways and Means commit- day and there were
consideratee room, on the first floor of the important bills up for
said.
new House office building, com- tion," "Skeeter"
The Caucus room in the Senpleted in 1931, is `air-conditionmore
ed and the acoustics are good. ate office building is much
Chief Doorkeeper William Mose- commodious but the acoustics are
ley Miller, better known as bad.
Whether unexpected extras, or an accumulation of regular
"Every man would have to
"Fishbait", says the doors are
expenses, have you worried .. phone or come in and yet a
good—"easy to control for en- have a loud speaker. Lord knows
how they'd get. them selves
trances and exits."
friendly cash loon. It's the simple, business-like way to solve
.. heard otherwise," said Mr. Johnmoving
inThe
Senate
will
be
your problems ... and we'll be glad to help you at any time.
to its original quarters, where it son— "and Lord knows they
met from 1800 to 1850 and where want to be heard."
411g9t7t %/tout 7/team -doom P4ymegt4
the Supreme Court held forth
until it moved into its own hand— Use our 20-month repayment plan to reduce monthly pay.'
some new building in the 1930's.
events. Phone or come in for information.,
It was in the chamber, right after the capital was moved from
Philadelphia to Washington—on
"Not More, But BetNov. 22, 1800, to be exact—that
the second session of the Sixth
ter Merchandise"
Congress was opened by PresiPHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
axclusively yours
dent Adams.
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
The Secretary to the Senate
(Incorporated)
majority, Felton M. "Skeeter"

Frunkfort„ July 12—Only a
few changes were'made in game
and fish regulations at the reguthe State Game
-lar meeting
and Fish Commission in the offices of the Division of Game and
Fish Director, Earl Wallace.
A training period for coon and
opossum dogs was created and the
season for the taking of coons
and opossums was extended under an einergency power granted the commission and the director at the 1948 General Assembly.
The commission voted to allow
coon hunters to train their dogs
In the fields by running possums
and coons from October 1 until
midnight November 19, during
4-

Kansas

Farmers Pleased With
Painted Mail Boxes. -

Washington
Letter

YOUR PROBLEMS WILL
QUICKLY DISAPPEAR
IF YOU NEED CASH
AND COME IN HERE •

making season
is hese, houaewives' attention is
called to some of the pointers on
making this delicacy, as giyen
by.. Mrs. pent Maak anti'Misif
Florence Imlay, food specialists
at the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
1. Select fruits which contain
enough pectin and acid to make
the juice jell, such as tart apples,
crabapples, currants, gooseberries,
sour plums, citrus fruits and
slightly under-ripe grapes, blackberries and raspberries.
2. After extracting juice from
the cooked fruit, cook only two
or three cupfuls at a time. Cooking a large amount of juice at
once may make the jelly strong
flavored, dark colored and gummy.
3. Use a broad, bottom pan or
kettle which makes for quick
cooking.
4. If the juice is rich in pectin,
use 1 cup of sugar to every cup
of juice; if it is only moderately
rich in pectin, use 3-4 cup of
sugar to every cup of juice.
5. To test for pectin, pour two
tablespoons of cooked fruit juice
into a glass and add an equal
amount of denatured alcohol. If
the juice is rich in pectin, a solid
mass of gelatinous material will
form; if moderately rich, several
small particles; if poor, many tiny
pieces will form.
6. With fruit juices poor in
pectin, use a commercial pectin,
or crabapple juice.

ill the
exact is4
center of the U. s

make a sheet, the jelly is done.
Jelly .cooked too long beet:in-1,es
tough and leathery.
Copies of Circular 447, "Jellies,
Jams, Preserves and Marma- Arnold Ligon
Truck Lino
lades," may be had from offices
Contact
of county or home agents, or from
JAMES D. MASHihm;
Phone 2018
the college, Lexington.
Prineet.„„

Get This

Beautiful, Extra -Find

BIB

ar WAIST

PtASTIC APRON

504

Seal that Coven ig
Alemltien Pouring Spelt ts

HARDY'S SAL,
Demand Hardy's Salt! It's Michigan's flap(
—mild, penetrating, snow-white. This
colorful Plastic Apron is highest quaris'y
'
too! Made of famous Firestone Veloa. Fitt
:
proof, tear-proof, water-proof. MOrsay.
BACK, POSTAGE-BACK GUARANTEE.
Send 50c, Spout Seal, and this ad. Wiwi
choice of bib or waist style. Send today to:
HARDY APRONS; Dept. WOO; 549 07.
Washington Blvd.; Chicago 6, Ill.
vth.
Who
,
'
R•otrict•ill

OFFER IS FOP LIMITID TIMI ONLY(

of not more than twice the above
daily limits of any species.
The season on all migratory
waterfowl and doves will eamply
with the dates to be announced
by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
The proposal to make the
groundhog a protected animal
was discussed at length by the
Commission, but a vote was not
taken on the proposal. The Commission pointed out that the
groundhog in Kentucky is rapidly becoming classed as a game
animal and is considered a delicacy for eating. It was pointed
out that the groundhog is a
conservator of rabits in that it
provides dens for them.
The Fish laws and regulations
were unchanged from last year.
They are—(Daily Creel Limit
and Size Limit):
Black bass (small mouth, large
mouth, and Kentucky), 10, 10in.:
Rock bass or goggle eye, 15;
Crappie or newlight, 30; Jack
salmon or walleyed pike, 10, 13
in.; Sand pike or sauger, 10, 10
in.; Striped bass, 15, and Muskellounge, 24 in.

Look I Youngstown t16 twin-bowl Kitehenaides cabinet sink. rive roomy drawers.Two
huge compartments,sliding shelf. No-splash
bowls, rinse spray, swinging faucet.

^.osfs only $9.00 a month

Yes, you! Whatever are your kitchen needs, you
can arrange Youngstown units to your kitchen
plan (new house or old). And just wait until you
see how the prices match your purse!
For kitchen ideas by the score, come in, see us
today!
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B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St.
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White siderrall Woe, as Illustratad, avolloblis at nitro cost.

look over that long
Fbonnet gather,
and wish they had as much
RIENDS

Fireball life as you have here.
They size up the broad windshield and
narrow corner posts—and don't have to be
told how these things step up "see-power."

But don't stop, please, with letting them
look. Invite them in and introduce them
to some of the special pleasures you'll
know as a Buick owner.
Show them,for instance, how completely
different Dynaflow Drivet is, with every
mile cushioned by Rowing oil and none of
the rigid harshness of direct-drive cars.
Let them sample the matchless Buick ride,
with all four wheels cradled on soft, coil
springs and low-pressure tires made still
easier-riding by extra-wide rims.
tStandard on ROAPIWASTIllt, optima a:extra cod on St PPR Maiith.
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BENEFIT BY THIS
GOOD NEWS
COMBINATION

Result? Your Youngstown Kitchen in gleaming
white-enameled steel. Depend on Youngstown—
the world's largest makers of steel kitchens — to
have just what you want.
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Yes. Black-Draught may help that
dull, dopey feeling if the only reason you feel that way is because of
constipation.. Black-Draught, the
friendly laxative, is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as directed. It costs only a penny or Ic.ss
a dose. That why it has been
a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled with such spitetom., as loss of appetite, headache,
upset stomach, flatulence, physical
fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haz1'ness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to constipation — then see what BlackU-ought
1
may da fog lot; fast a
package today.

They appraise the smart styling, the
roomy interiors, the usability of luggage
space—and agree you've made a buy.

We took a page from your fondest kitchen dream
—then 'peeked into your budget.

°PP°6
,1 , believe

ts pledged
or other pur

Get your best smile set for a kitchen keyed to your
every whim. Lots of work surface, plenty of storage
pace—and a super-efficient Youngstown Kitchenaider
cabinet sink. All in sturdy white-enameled steel.

YOUR HOME TOWN PAPER
gives you complete, dependable
local news. You need to know •Il
that is going on where you live
But you live also in •
WORLD where big events ere be
the snaking -- events which can
mean so much to you, I. your
lob, your home, your future. Fro
constructive reports end Interpretations of national end interneHanel news, there is no substitute
for THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR.
Enjoy the benefits of being
best informed locally, notionally,
internationally -- with your local
paper end The Christion Science
Monitor.
LISTEN Tuesday night* over
ABC stations to "The Christie,.
Science Monitor Views the News."
And use this coupes.
today for a special intvoductery subscription.
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Point out how solid this Buick feels. Times
what you get from husky frames,low-swung
weight, and power delivered through a
torque-tube instead of the rear springs.
For the truth is, this Buick's a bargain on
much, much more than you can see.
It's a big buy on the solid goodness a
demonstration quickly makes plain. On
increasingly favorable delivery dates. Oh
attractive price. On the kind of "deal"
your Buick dealer makes.
That's why we keep saying "Better see
your Buick dealer— and get that order in
BUICK

alone has all these features

Sat anooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE' • RILL-VIEW VISION from enIntged
gloss area • SWING-EASY DOORS and easy access • "LIVING SPACE"
INTERIORS with Deep Cradle cushions • Suoyant-riding oust:vows
COIL WRINGING • (Avery FORMAL& STRAIGHT. EIGHTPOWER.
46

_
ou get more
In a St

SELf-SEITING VALVE LIFTERS plus MI-POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS
low prrAsore lovt on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • Crain..., hoe VENTIPORrs •

hnlebaker
I
Of all to

DUREX REARINGS, non and connecting rah • SODY SY FISHER
•',anriordor ROADMASTIR, opnnnol of own* cost On SUP(R models.
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Future Curd

Homemakers News

State Sluggers

French Fans Follow
think real estate
St. Joseph, 1140.,—(AP)--J1m
East Lansing, Mich—(API—
their counties
Bike Racing Sport
"properly as
Netrfeidt, center -field -for the One- of -the - hardest hittingAP Norpfsatures
sessed for tax purposes," while Schedule
newspaper editors take an opParis—Sports fan interest is St. Joseph Cardinals us the West- fields in college baseball perCedar Bluff, July 14 1:30
ern Association, looks like a formed for Michigan State Colpots& view.
o'clock, Mrs. Tully Choice, hosas high here as It would be durfuture Bt. Louis Cardinal. In a lege Lb spring. Lett fielder
Editors and farmers are in tess,
ing the WON Series in the U. recent game against Hutchinson, George Rute.nbar hit .377, centereasy agreement on the need for
Otter Pond, July 19, 2 o'clock;
S., as Europe's top bicycle riders Kas., he cracked out two homers. fielder Ed Sobczak .347 and
farmers, tholugh more industry, They suggested
Mrs. Hylan Mitchell, hostess.
speed toward the July 24 conclu- The Class C. team is a member right fielder Jack Kinney .344.
opposed to higher a total of 19 types of manufacCrider, July 20, 2 o'clock, Mrs.
sion of the famed Tour de of the St. Louis chain.
believe their court- turiag and processing plants to
The vogue of hoop skirts was
France.
approve Increased fit requirements of individual Johnson Myers, hostess.
Indiana's motto Is "The Gross- in full swing between 1860 and
the
is
grind
biggest
24-day
The
The
counties.
list
State's
ranged
July
2
21,
Friendship,
The
from
o'clock,
needs.
cal
1870.
and most exciting race on two roads of America".
howmter, candy factories to glass making Mrs. Chas. Skees, hostess.
editors,
finish
and
wheels.
start
plants.
Riders
down
Hopkinsville 'Rd., July 22, 2:30
would turn
here in Paris, but cover more
More livestock and more dairy- o'clock, Mrs. Frank Wood, hossuch tax increases.
than 3,000 miles, including 16
one of the findings ing were the two most popular tess.
mountain passes, before they reCobb, July 26, 2 o'clock, Mrs.
.ite-wide mail survey answers to the question of what
turn. Highest mountain pass is
iaintly by "The Ken- type of agricultural program Clyde Wood, hostess.
Isoran, 9,055 feet. Twenty-two
Farmersville, July 27, 2 o'clock,
liter" and Kentucky Kentucky counties needed.
cities will be visited en route.
A majority of both groups Mrs. Gordon Brown, hostess.
company. Survey reLast year's edition of the anreleased this week questioned believe the state's
nual marathon, which was creatof the county road system is "not ade- Farmersville
0. Matlick, editor
ed by the late French sports
Hospital Bills
-Icarine, and in the July quate" and practically all think
Mrs. R. T. Thompson was hoswriter Henri Desgrange in 1903,
a portion of the State gasoline tess to the Farmersville HomeX-Rays
the publication. The
was won by Gino Bartali, the
.lealt with a wide vs- taxes should be allotted to coun- makers for the June meeting.
Oxygen Tent
Italian ace.
lbjects concerning the ties for local road building.
Mrs. Virgie Watson, club presiAortal], runner-up to his counand
Farmers
editors
disagree
advanceDoctor's Bills or
economic
dent, called the meeting to orind
tryman, Fausto Coppi, in the
on the adequacy of their coun- der and officers were elected for
Kentucky.
Fees and
Surgeon
recent gruelling Tour of Italy,
,h of survey results ty school systems. Most farm- the coming year. Those elected
Expenses
Miscellaneous
is
not
defending.
Coppi,
rated
their
think
county
schools
ers
questions shows:
were Mrs. Virgie Watson, presione of the world's top cyclists,
,iarketing facilities, in- inadequate while most editors dent; Mrs. J. D. Asher, viceis captaining the highly touted
;etter farm-to-market consider them adequate.
president; Mrs. Pat Tyrie, secItalian team in the French tour.
Issued Exclusively By
repreatedAn overwhelming majority of retary and treasurer, and Mrs.
suggested
•c
usemost
the
consider
farmers
editors
and
John Roy McDowell, recreationIn farmers
Instead of medals for bravery,
ful farm application of electrici- al leader.
1n a development prosoldiers of Annam, Indo-China,
Water
home.
coun- ty to be in the farm
their
to
helpful
was
there
business
the
During
,t
in 1640 received orders on the
Princeton, Ky.
was listed as the sec- also a discussion and plans made
a program aimed at pumping
royal treasury for as much meat
application.
useful
most
ond
and
industries
Phone 2825
local
for a pie and ice cream supper TEARFUL MOTHER DESCRIBES MISHAP—Mrs. Lucy Ceballos and other foods as they and their
106 E. Court Square
that the Homemakers and the right) tearfully describes how her two-year-old son, Andrew families could eat during the
to employ farmers in
she was driving and
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
„asons was frequently
school plan to have together in Ceballos, Jr., opened the rear door of the auto
tumbled out into the street at Los Angeles, Calif. He was taken to soldier's lifetime.
-near
the
future.
Reserve District No. 11
a hospital with serious head injuries. (AP Wirephoto)
No. 3064
Mrs. Robert Brown was a visiREPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
tor at the meeting. Members
present were Mesdames Virgie
CLOSE
AT
THE
KENTUCKY,
OF
STATE
THE
'PRINCETON IN
Watson, Luke Ray, Pat Tyrie,
RESPONSE
BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 1949 PUBLISHED IN
Dema Watson, J. D. Asher, and
BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY,
MADE
CALL
TO
hostess Mrs. Thompson.
UNDER SECTION 5211,,U. S. REVISED STATUTES
The July meeting will be at
words.
By David Taylor Markt!
ASSETS
of Mrs. Gordon Brown
home
reserve
banks, including
AP Newsfe•tures
A little extra thought, planash, balances with other process of collection....$
27.
July
Wednesday,
936.884.36
lance. and cash items in
When should a child's educa- ning, and watchfulness on the
and
direct
obligations,
Government
need States
1,295,500.00
tion begin? This is a question part of the parents during prerantaed
412,940.95 Bethany
school years may help the child
discussed, with varied
• hgations of States and 'political subdivisions
frequently
47,775.00
T h e Bethany Homemakers
to enter kindergarten and the
Other bonds, notes, and debentures stock of Fedelected officers for the com- results, if we are referring to grades with a keen mind and
orporate stocks (including $4,500.00
4,500.00
edu- clever fingers. The period is all
ral Reserve bank)
996,986.79 ing year at the last meeting, formal education. But real
overdrafts)
ns and discounts (including $664.83and
of Mrs. cation begins with the child's too short when Mother and Dad
home
the
at
22,
June
fixtures
furniture
$1.00,
k premises owned
2.00 Clarence Nichols.
consciousness of existence. And, have the child so largely under
100 ...
liens
Chosen were Mrs. Clarence
care, so why should they
,Bank premises owned are subject to $ (none)
says the National Kindergaten their
Nichols, president; Mrs. Willis
ot assumed by bank)
not make the best of it and give
33.75
her assets
Traylor, vice-president, and Mrs. Association, much can be taught their boy or girl a good founda$ 3,694,622.85 Leo Coleman, secretary-treasur- prior to entrance into kinder- tion on which to build in later
TOTAL ASSETS
garten.
er.
years.
LIABILITIES
How often have we noticed a
Mrs. Nichols gave the devoand
partnerships,
individuals,
of
deposits
mond
child in his Top Navy Hitter
$ 2,484,944.56 tional and thought for the month. mother place her
rporations
Annapolis, Md.,—(AP)—CalThe major lesson was caring for carriage or cr,b, clean and comme deposits of individuals,• partnerships, and cor386,784.67 the sick. A new member, Mrs. fortable, but without a thing houn Killeen led the U. S. Naval
rations
-sits of United States Government (including
was added to for him to play with. How of- Academy hitters for the season
1:30 o'clock
66,892.88 Herbert Jenkins,
• savings)
ten have we heard her admonish with a .449 batting mark. He
club.
the
395,285.48
subdivisions
Its of States and political
118,758.51
Members present were Mes- the child, "now, do be good until made 31 hits during 69 trips to
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
$3,452,666.10
dames Willis Traylor, Lewis I get my work done." However the plate in 19 games. At first
TOTAL DEPOSITS
192.49 Jenkins, Elmer Jenkins, Leo if he is a normal, active child, base he handled 148 chances
Other liabilities
ICO OGO .n
•
Coleman, Herbert Jenkins and the chances are he will not be without an error.
..
LIABILITIES
TOTAL
Clarence Nichols. Visitors were good. He will look around in vain
CAPITAL AccouNTs
James Traylor, Rebecca Ann for something to get hold of, to Grid Soldiers
Capital Stock:
Camp McCoy, Wis.,—(AP)—A
Traylor, Mrs. Betty Goodaker, manipulate, and to examine. But
75,000.00
$
Singing by Crittenden County's three leading Quartetts Music
Ic)Common stock, total par $75,000.00
75,000.00 Janice Faye Nichols, Billy these natural urges will remain dozen Michigan State College
Ins
by Ray Wilson's Band.
includfootball
players,
varsity
while
Now,
child
the
Nichols.
unsatisfied.
Jimmie
and
16,764.26 Nichols
Undivided profits
75,000.00
The July meeting will be with sits inactive, there is very little ing Hal Vogler, captain, and
rves
Lynn Chandnois, ace halfback,
development of any kind.
Mrs. Herbert Jenkins.
241,764.26
'$
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Very simple toys can teach a are taking field work here this
Mule Races.
child to concentrate, to create, summer as members of the
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Twin Handicaps
$ 3,694,62.2.85
and to use his fingers. For ex- school's advanced ROTC corps.
ACCOUNTS
Sydney, Australia—(AP)--D.
through
Cooper, a schoolteacher, carried ample, a string threaded
MEMORANDA
some
tied Real Showy
empty
and
spools
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
victo
arms
his
Horse show.
his twin sons in
Detroit—(AP)—Halftime en475,000.00 tory recently in a novelty event loosely will keep a baby happy
'or other purposes
$
at National Football
tertainment
for
is
time.
he
some
When
old
at Bridgport, Tasmania, AustraIT OF KENTUCKY,
League home games of the Delia. A condition of the footrace enough to sit on the floor, he
'NTT OF CALDWELL, ss:
troit Lions are among the most
Team Pulling Contest.
I. Henry Sevison, President, of the above-named bank, do was that each parent should can have two boxes and some
y swear that the above statement is true to the best of my carry his youngest child in his empty spools to put from one box spectacular in football. The
ledge and belief.
shows are staged by Graham
to the to the other. After being shown
HENRY SEVISON, President arms. Obeying the rule
T. Overgard, professor of music
letter, Copper overcame a double a few times, he will learn to put
education at Wayne University.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day of July, 1949.
handicap with several yards to all the spools into one receptacle
and then into the other. When
Helen Wells, Notary Public. spare.
William O'Dwyer is New
My Commission expires July 14, 1949
he becomes tired of that, he can
be shown how to pile up the York's hundredth mayor since
said
is
Persia
of
Xerxes
King
CORRECT—Attest:
1065.
CHAS. RATLIFF
to have insisted that all taxes be spools in various ways. There
things
almost
are
that
endless
G. G. HARRALSON
paid in transportable meat and
GLENN E. FARMER,
small children can do
with
Directors. other foodstuffs,
blocks. A child with a package
of colored sticks will enjoy laying them in a straight line along
the linoleum, and through this
activity he learns to notice form
and to follow a guide.
Then there are the ever-popular paper cutouts for children
before they reach the kindergarten stage. One should show
a child how to cut out the main
figures but should not call to
his attention any lack of exactness. Even a five-year-old child
must not be encouraged to do
anything which requires fixed
or prolonged attention.
And, points out the Kindergarten Association, leave baby talk
to the baby. The best language
is none too good for him. When
Are you satisfied with the way your car
he is struggling with a new word,
starts? Uses oil? Accelerates? Idles? Uses
if it is divided into syllables for
him he will find It much easier
Gas?
to learn, and he wIl be able with
to
this help
pronounce some long

FOR HOSPITALIZATION
INSURANCE WHICH
PAYS:

BUSCH CUMMINS INSURANCE

When Should A Child's
Education Begin?

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CRITTENDEN COUNTY
4 DAYS FAIR 4 NIGHTS
Begins Tuesday, July 19th

Crayne Field

RE

4 Mi.
/
U. S.60 N. 11

Marion Ky.

Harness Racing Each Afternoon
6- $1,000.00 RACES

TUESDAY NIGHT:

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY AFTERNOON:
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY NIGHT:
FRIDAY NIGHT:

Live stock and Community exhibits, Carnival on
grounds all week.
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DON'T GUESS...

SOMETHING NEW UNDER
THE SUN - - -

ii/A045,
MER/CA,FOR

the biggest half year
in Studebaker history!

tlget more for your money
In a Studebaker
•
ebaker Is the style star
of all today's cars
•
Studebaker stands out In
thrift and solid value
•
Stop in now and see
the many fine features of
the '49
Studebaker,
.4,01".ml
wheel trim rind*'
0
^Moor! at v.'s root
ori
modirlr.

'THE LAND OF MILICAND
HONEY^MUST BE A
E
WONDERFUL P

Don Manus, using the famous SUN TEST
Equipment will put your car engine in tiptop condition.

sweeping the
Pr HE Studebaker buying wave that's
country grew to huge proportions the past fem.
weeks.
bought
By the end of June, so many people had
year in all
new Studebakers that the biggest half
Studebaker history was recorded.
for
What's more to the point. America's preference
economy
Stud:baker styling, performance,operating
week by week.
and value keeps on increasing steadily,
outside, the
A new vision of loveliness inside and
new hancounts,
that
thrift
1949 Studebaker brings
motoring.
into
comfort
riding
and
ease
dling

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
Dial 2053

Hopkinsville Road

We Call For and Deliver
Your Car.

"iacetoot.
CREAMERY,
c,161•PIINUTON,KY.

snipleouce '

The modern scientific way to bring out
hidden engine performance!

LL

42: 1949 1S -A STUDEBAKER YEAR!

ON MOTOR SALES
DAWSON RD.

PHONE 2408

Thursday, Jul y
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of the underworld were slain
or imprisoned. By 1939 J.
TrociVeic-difeelef ht'the lerim m.;!
Bureau of Investigation, was
able to say that not one nationally organized gang was left.
What part did Alcatraz play in
•
to keep within the proposed the victory? Will criminals beBy Clarke Beach
Washington - Has Alcatraz budget, that operation costs at come bolder if there is no more
outlived its usefulness? Fewer Alcatraz are excessively high but Alcatraz? No one really knows.
prisoners than ever before are that the psychological factor be- Theta why Congress intends to
now being held in the escape- hind Alcatraz is the big question- do a lot of thinking before it
lets Alcatraz go.
proof federal prison in San Fran- mark.
As to whether Alcatraz, or any
Abandonment of Ale a t rra z
cisco Bay, and its very expensive to operate -$8 a day to wouldn't be a total saving in any other prison, deters criminals,
maintain each desperate guest. case. The Federal government Director Bennett has only two
In other federal prisons the still would have to establish in broad convictions: (I) That they
"bean money" is only $3.
one of its 25 other prisons a do not deter those who commit
But the main consideration is "m ax i m U IP secerity block", accidental crime or crimes of
the restraining effect of Alca- where incorrigible prisoners passion, psychopaths or alcoholtraz on the inmates of other jails could be kept safely and apart ics; (2) That they do deter many
and on men outside who might from other prisoners for whom persons who are tempted to do
be plotting a great crime and there is some hope of rehabili- such things as steal of file
yet decide against it because of tation. All large penal institu- fraudulent tax returns. "But
their dread of "The Rock". r
tions have some dungeons-call- whether it deters the average
The issue is now 'being pon- ed by criminals "Klondikes", criminal," says Bennett, "the
dered by the House Judiciary "Siberias", "solitary" or "dead- prison system is the only system
we know."
Committee. James V. Bennett, lock".
Of one thing he is sure: That
director of the U. S. Bureau of
Alcatraz was established in
Prisons, has made no firm rec- 1934, when the government was all hardened criminals live in
ommendation. He has only at the peak of its battle against mortal fear of winding up on
pointed out that one or more kidnapers, racketeers, bank rob- Alcatraz. He permits no brutaliaraalen (right) and
federal prisons must be closed bers and imperious gangs. Hosts ty against inmates there, but TWIN APPEAL- e Lindsey tw
want to compete in the "Miss Washington" contest as a single
entry and, if they win, go to Atlantic City for the "Miss America"
pageant as "Misses Washington." The twins, 20 years old are waiting a ruling from officials of the National contest. (AP Wirephoto)

- -What It Means

Millions Going To

,
,
i,
,:1110111
of Americans will hie themselves
on vacation jaunts to their national parks and forests this
year.
The National Park System estimates that more than. 30,000,000 visits will be paid to its 174
areas, which cover 20,817,000
acres throughout' the country.
The Forest Service estimates
that the recreational areas and
facilities in the 151 national forests will receive more than 27,000,000 visits.
If one of the more widely
known national parks I^ your
destination, the National Park
Service suggests you would be
smart to make reservations for
lodging well in advance or you
may have to sleep in your car.
In most of the national parks
hotel, lodge, housekeeping cabins, cafeterias bus transportation
saddle horse and similar services
are provided by concessionaries
operating under contract with
the government and under supervision of the park service.
In addition, free public camp
grounds are operated by most
parks. Visitors may bring their
own equipment and camp there.
Each camp ground has fireplace,
table and benches on individual
campsides.
However, if you are unconditioned to roughing it, hotel rooms
are as low as $5.50 a day AmeriBy Frank Eck
can
plan or as high as $14..
Editor)
Spl,rte
NewmfeLture
(A l
As for the national forests, it
Oceanport, N. J.,-One of the has been a tradition to provide
strangest of all occupations is
that which monopolizes the time
and attention of Mrs. Ann (Mom)
Shuling at Monmouth Park,
northern New Jersey's elaborate

public recreation free, but this
year small charges will be made
tor _but _of. About 10.0 C&IU And..
picnic grounds carefully selected from the 4,500 total.
For camping, charges of 50
cents a day a car party of
more than six persons a day.
$3 a week, will be made For
parties of more than six arm ad-

dimwit

10 cents a day
Pienking tharges.art
25
party
more than six
person,
Five to ten cents
extra
asked for each extra
no charge will be madtper
ren under 12.
son will be made
sIx.

.Acky Deoar
.,5 announce
Edwin E. St
tment.
a•
The newly
tubers, all of
t
ir duUes at
fall term, ar
assistant
• Nathaniel
iessor of Pia
Wright, a
lin.
Prof. Blackb
the Oberlin
ic and the U
is recogniz
tstanding Yo
• United State
t of Arthur
Palmer Ch
K. organ inst
viously at t
'chigan, South
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Keeps Jockeys
In Stitches

Ile•nenty-Ponlia, is
sennibly priced and always
economical on the road.

Leviefre Room - Loads
of it in the spacious tronk
of say new Point...

Illorge•us heeled.,"- Pon.
nett Bodies loy Fisher
are as beau t dui inside as out.

Twin -Dud VenfOrtIonBrings you re fre•hing
outdoor air, rano or Ante.

201 E. Market St.

lienoerth tide ...Pontine'.
Tee...tint Ride smooth. the
roads, shortens the moles.

Two ereetenglIno•-.Choom
Pontiac's great straight eight
or the sin. Ether's a honey!

11/141•44orlaen Wineladoldbide, curved windshield for
• ne w driving outlook.

Monty of RSas-Wider pests,
Creator kg room. ample head
roots-you Can relay ins Pontiac!

Princeton, Ky.

prisoners are allowed the minimum of privileges, and the discipline is more severe than in
any other American institution.
Those who enter it have no
hope of delivery or parole. No
one has ever escaped, although
two men once did dive into the
cold, swift currents that sweep
the rock. They are believed to
have drowned. No one has ever
been paroled direct form Alcatraz. Men can, however, work
their way back to some other race course.
prison by years of good beMrs. Shuling is seamstress and
havior.
milliner
to the jockeys who ply
Alcatraz now has 228 prisoners
-nearly all of whom Bennett their trade here. She stitches the
knows personally. This is 26 per- bright colored silks the little
cent fewer than the peak year, boys wear in the afternoon races.
1938. The total population of all
Monmouth's meeting
When
federal prisons in now about
ends on Aug. 10 she'll move on
the ..same as in that year, a little
City's 45-day meetmore than 17,000. Apparently to Atlantic
there is now a smaller propor- ing. After that she'll head for
tion of the hardened, intractable, California and the winter racing
desperate type who need the Al- at Santa Anita.
catraz treatment.
It was back in 1934 that Mom
The chief reason Alcatraz is made her first set of colors. They
so costly are that' it requires one were for Trainer Tom Smith for
custodian to every two prison- whom her son, Billy, then was
ers (instead of one to five as in riding. She has since followed
other prisons) and that there is the initial set with more than
no water on the island. All water 1,000 others.
has to be transported by barge
Twice a grandmother, Mrs.
from the mainland. Even soil has Shuling retains a youthful apto be shipped to the Rock if a pearance which she attributes to
warden decides to raise a few the'fact that she has no worries
flowers or vegetables.
on her mind. Although she takes
Alcatraz cost $3,000,000 and it special pride in her silks she
would cost $7,000,000 to replace' never bets on horses.
it. No other government agency
Actually she has not witnesswants it, says Bennett, so if ed a race since another son, Harabandoned it would soon de- ry, was killed after he tumbled
teriorate in the briny air. It the from a horse at Dade Park.
doors finally swing open, the Covington, Ky., in 1943.
sea gulls and the fog will soon
Mrs. Shuling says most of the
take over the dank halls where racing colors are made of slipper
Al Capone and his henchmen satin with a Modern day trend
lived their longest years.
toward nylon.
With a few minor alterations,
Goldenrod, bane of hayfever Ann Shuling stij is using the
victims, can be made to yield a original pattern which she cut
sweet oil that imparts a licorice herself in 1934. Each set costs
flavor to candy and chewing from $30 up, depending on the
gum.
needlework involved.

outstan
ljeen added
ovair of th

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

Reserve District No. 8
Charter No. 5257
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

• FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

1

OF PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 1949 PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE
TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY,
TINDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED STATUTES

SUMMER
TOGS
"""a",
to please Little
Playmates and
value-conscious

ASSETS
1. Cash, balances with other banks, inckiding reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection....$
678,463.43
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
1.187,118.08
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
209,210.75
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5,000.00
5. Corporate stocks (including $3,750.00 stock of Federal Reserve bank)
3,750.00
6. Loans and discounts (including $1,304.98 overdrafts)
756,352.95
7. Bank premises owned $20,000, furniture and fixtures $2.250.00
22,250.00
(Bank premises owned are subject to $ (none)
liens not assumed by bank)
11. Other assets
8.59940
12.

SANFORIZED blue denim boxer longies, elastic waist, 3 pockets,
tacked at all points of strain ... Suitable for boys and girls.

• LONG MILEAGE
• EXTRA STRENGTH
• DOUBLE GRIP TREAD
• SAFETY TRACTION
• EASY RIDING COMFORT

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
$ 1,890,079.85
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
121,864.17
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
111,823.07
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
434,341.47
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
134,111.12
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$2,692,219.68
23. Other liabilities
6,024.93
24.

1
GENERAL I
paagtee

Come in-Compare
all these General Tire
Quality Features

TOTAL LIABILITIES

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
29.

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

30.

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS

FAMOUS MAKES
NEW CAR
TAKE OFFS
Efj

MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
for other purpose
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, as:
I, J. B. Lester, President of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above'statement Is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. B. LESTER, President.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of July, 1949.
Jessie N. Spickard, Notary Public
My commission expires Jan. 31, 1950
CORRECT-Attest:
B. T. DAUM
R. U. KEVIL,
W. C. SPARKS,
Directors

ifi

Traded in on new General
Super Squrt•gs•s. Some
driven allow blocks,some
'Is few miles.Yours now al
'sensational savings.Also
'evarant•••1 used Sims.

UP CAW OFF NEW
TEE PRICES

TO J VIQ

ASK

USE OUR EASY
TAKE 'TILL FALL
TO PAY!

US
Ic

Get

extra softly,

(...xtra stability at
no extra cost._

:and used tubes.100
what you n•ed Iii 1
em•rg•ncy. PlentY
them hero with plelY P
Mlles left In them.

rord
Ata.4,c Acton
that are (vey
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Adds Three
Members To
sic Department
, outstanding musicians
en added to the instructstafr of the University of
ky Department of Music
announced last week by
win E. Stein, head of the
ment. •
newly appointed faculty
es, all of whom will begin
duties at the beginning of
II term, are Arnold Blackassistant professor of orNathaniel Patch, associate
to of piano, and Dr. Kenright, associate professor of

UK Speaker Lauds
Work Of U. N. Council

Ky. Farm News

The quiet and positive work of
the United Nations' Economi
c
and social Council offers the
best
national peace and security, Dr.
Charles Malik, Lebanese minister to the United States, told
a
University of Kentucky audience
last week. Terming the work of
the Economic and Social Council. "positive and constructive,"
the Middle Eastern diplomat
said the more that council succeeds, the less need will there
be for the Security Council.
ings College, Nebraska, and the
Eastman School of Music, he was
formerly a member of the Kansas
City Philharmonic under Dr. Karl
Krueger, the Rochester Symphony under Jose Iturbi, and the
New Orleans Symphony Orchestra. Dr. Wright comes to the
University from Mississippi State
College for Women where for the
past five years he has served
as
head of the Music department,
lie
will be concert master of
the
University Symphony Orchestra.

of. Blackburn, a graduate
Oberlin Conservatory of
and the University of Michrecognized as one of the
ding young organists in
ited States. A former stuf Arthur Mister and the
almer Christian, the new
organ instructor has taught
usly at the University of
times, pastors were
an, Southwestern College, paid in meat grown by Virginia
planters.
e Oberlin Conservatory.
right, a noted violinist and
School teachers in New Eng
see, will teach strings land once were generally paid
and composition at the two hams in exchange for
a
rsity. A graduate of Hast- year's tuition in arithmet
ic.

Tiir.1949

cock county

THE SERGEANT SWOONED—The form of Sergean
t Jean Bayliss (right) is stretched on the parade
ground as Princess Elizabeth inspect the honor guard
of the Woman's Royal Army Corps, at Shrewsbury Castle, Shropshire, England. Sergeant Bayliss
fainted as the Princess (left) passed along the
ranks of the women soldiers. The occasion was the
opening of Shrewsbury's agricultural show. (AP
Wirephoto via radio from London)

Bewar
e Of Little
hite Lies
By David Taylor Marke

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
d on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
61. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Station Field Days
Set For Aug. 11-12

'Men* ekr can ye. buy
..!ar

Sc little?'

FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moi6ture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.
No obligation for free estimates. Call us collect or dropi us a card.

, 0. BERKLEY
WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.
Phone 2028
AWARDED THE FASHION ACADEMY GOLD MEDAL AS THE "FASHION CAR OF TIN YEA

1723 Broadway

tobacco crop In Hanwill be largely F 17-

A.
Thirteen homemakers clubs in
Scott county with 185 women
in attendance at meetings, made
total of 228 aluminum trays.
Lincoln county dairymen tilled
their silos with summer feed
of grass, clovers and alfalfa, and
n the fall will refill with corn.
Henry Maraman of Bullitt
county bought 10 turkey poults
to aid in control of grasshoppers,
after a heavy Infestation last
year.
Clark county fescue seed growers will harvest aproximately 1,400 acres of seed.
Twenty-two homemakers clubs
in McCracken county have a
membership of 541 women, an
increase of 130 the past year.
Magoffin county farmers have
increased the acreage of hybrid
corn in five years from 225 acres
to 2,275 acres.
More than 6,000,000 tomato
plants were sold this spring by
Harlan county seed and plant
dealers.
Harley Ferguson of Madison

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Dates for the annual summer
field meeting at the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lexington,
have been set for Aug. 11 and
12, when farmers and other ntersted persons are invited to
see the work in progress here.
On tours of the experimental
farm, visitors will see tobaccos,
forage crops, corns, soil fertility
studies and other branches of
agronomy.
Herds of beef and dairy cattle and hogs, and flocks of sheep
and poultry will be ready for
inspection of the farmers.
In order to ac:..ommodate all
v:sitors, the meeting has been
ilanned to be repeated the second day. Farmers from counties
beginning with letters A through
H are invited to attend the first
day, ug. 11. On the following
day, Aug. 11. On the following
primarily for farmers from the
remaining counties. However,
farmers may attend either or
both days, it was stated.

picked up for $19.00. Junior
decided
that your clever trick
How does a child recognize the
might work for him with the
color of a lie? White lies, black
change when you sent him to the
lies - - how can he tell the dif- grocers.
He said the walnuts
ference?
costs you sixty-nine cents instead
Ask yourself these questions of fifty-nine. It was great fun
when you get positively ill over having that extra ten cents to
the fact that Junior tells deliber- spend for candy!
Junior heard you and Dad tell
ate lies, says the National Kindergarten Association. And think those polite little lies when the
back, perhaps YOU taught Jun- Mortons dropped in for the evening. You saw them coming up
ior to lie!
the steps and cried, "Oh heavens,
"How?" you ask.
Justrecall: There was the sup- it's the Mortons; we'll be bored
pertime when the phone rang to tears." Dad added vehementand Dad answered it. He turned ly, "I wish they'd move to Kalato you and said, "Nell wants you bogie." But you ushered them in
to go over to meet the Simpsons." saying sweetly, "We're so glad
You whispered, "Tell hehr that I tosee you," and Dad supplementhave a bad cold." Junior gazed ted with, "We were hoping that
in perplexity at you who had just you would come over some time
finished a hearty meal and who soon."
Those are not lies you say - evidenced no sign of a cold.
Grown folks were so funny, but, they are not malicious untruths;
From 750 strawberry plants
Junior decided, the:, had some th.y hurt no one. But these are
good ideas about getting out of all wilful misstatements creating sent last year, Robert Sparkman
kdisagreeable
things. That is a false impression, which, ac- of Laurel county reported an inwhat he thought, too, the after- cording to the dictionary, is the come of $330.
noon the doorbell rang and you definition of lies. Besides, you
said, "Answer the door. I'm not have forgotten that they are hurtAlexander the Great is said to
dressed, so tell whoever it is ing someone - - Junior.
have been so interested in disJunior lied about the pennies covering new kinds of food that
that Mother is not in."
Then, there was the time Junior he took from your purse, but that he promoted soldiers who
went fishing with Dad, and the lie to him was necessary to save brought him an unusual
four small fish they caught and him from punishment. He lied to fruit, or vegetable.
later put in the refrigerator turn- you about wading in the water,
ed into "eight big beauties" dur- and you punished him because in deceit? Ask yourself, are there
ing the evening, when friends you "will not tolerate an untruth- not ways by which you can be
evasive, polite, on the defenstve,
came in. Junior thought how easy ful child!"
Some of your assertions are and yet be truthful?
it all is, this mild deception - Above all, remember that
something like playing hooky inconsistent, aren't they? In one
from school. He grinned to him- breath you say that little white children learn by imitation.
self; it was fun fooling people lies are justifiable, then in the
next you declare that deliberate OMMIIM11.11111k
like this.
Then there was the curious lie lies are inexcusable.
SAFER SERVICE
•
Poor Junior is all at sea! When
about the cost of your new dress.
•
is
a
lie
white,
he wants to know.
Junior had read the bargain-price
tag of $8.98. Yet you told Alice What's the difference between a
FASTER
white
lie and a black lie?
it was a little thing that you had
Dad once said to you, "Take
CALL US FOR
the car and drive down to your
PROMP
T, SAFE
meeting. You haven't a license,
LONG-DISTANCE
but they'll never know." That
MOVING SERVICE
was the key that Junior grasped—
"They'll never know!" Now he
Authorized Agent Per
•
•
could tell the color of a lie - recognize the difference between
right and wrong. A lie is quite
all right as long as long as "they'll
never know."
Is it right to lie at any time?
The evading lies, the polite lies,
the lies of defense, all those that
seem minute - - are they right at
any time? How are you to teach a
child to differentiate between
•
white lies and the black ones?
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
As jjunior indulges more and
Contact
more in these variations of unJAMES D. MASHBURN
truths, will he not grow more Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
deceitful in other directions? Are
not sordid actions born and bred
AP Nevisfeature

Don't take chances with hail
Avoid worry and possible catastrophe
It costs no more to insure early, rates reason
ble.

Page Eleven
county, who recently bought a ed with a pageant on
July 28.
herd of 14 registered Guernsey
cows, is bitilding a Inilking parlor of concrete blocks and installing modern dairy equipment.
Farmers of Greenup county
have bought seven tractor-drawn
2, 4-D spray implements.
Dr. U. S. Vermillior., of Knox
county harvested 300 quarts of
strawberries from 1-8 acre, despite the bad strawberry season.
The twenty-fifth anniversary of
agricultural extension work in
Nicholas county will be abseil/

Paducah, Ky.

Phone 275

FOR ROOFING AND SIDEWALL WORK

ilt for it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean Me same thing.

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

RATTLED UNDER AL/PNORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

NOPKINSVILL-M", COCA-COLA

ST

BOTTLING COMPANY
1949, The Coe,-Colo Company

West Kentucky's Largest Stock
Of Retail Feeds For Your
Selection
A full line of Purina Feeds in the famous Checkerboard Bag. Feed the Feed with a Future. The bag
with the Extra Dollars.
Under special licenses by Purina Mills we are
now making the famous Chowmix
brands of feed with Purina fotmulas for use with
your home grown grain.
Bring your own grain and come in tomorrow and
let us show you how to save
money on your feed bills.
•

In addition to Purina's regular feeds we offer you
PURINA CHOWMIX GROWING MASH, Dress Print
PURINA CHOWMIX LAYING MASH, Dress Print
PURINA CHOWMIX HOG RATION, Dress Print
Also we are making for sale now under Home Town brand
the following:-

40% Hog Supplement
18% All Purpose Mash,Print
16% Sweet Dairy Feed, Print
15% Hog Fattener, Print

4.15
3.85

And we carry a full line of shorts, mixed feed, bran,
soybean oil
meal, cottonseed oil meal, dog food, scratch feed,
cracked core,
whole corn, whole oats, pulverized oats, sweet alfalfa
, fine ground
alfalfa leaf meal, corn gluten feed, oyster shells,
limestone, salt,
meatscrap, rolled oats, sanitation products and poultry
equipment.
We are taking on the Knox line of fertilizers so when
in the market
for anything in the fertilizer line come in and let us
discuss it with
you.
Make Princeton Mills your headquarters when
in town. Bring your family to visit
us. We are new to you but we are here to serve
you and to become a part of your
community. We don't know all there is to
know but we are willing to learn. And
we have had 27 years in manufacturing
and selling feed and we believe we can
help you.

Come in and look over our stock. We know we
can get you more profit for your feed dollar.
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Merle Brown To
Defend TVGA Golf
Title July 27-29
Princeton Club Will Be
Host To Players
From Three States;
Trophies On Display
Trophies and prizes to be
awarded in the annual Tennessee Valley Golf Association tournament, to be played here July
27-29, are on display at the
Princeton Golf and Country
Club, Willard Moore, president
of the TVGA said Tuesday.
Included are the silver service, which the champion is allowed to keep one year; a travel-

1

Classified Ads

Mg trophy, on which the champion's name Is engraved; a permanent trophy for the champion,
three trophies for each flight,
the medalist trophy, and team
trophy. Merchandise prizes suit
able for sportsmen will also be
given.
Entering this year's tournament will be Merle Brown winner of the 1946 tournament at
Elizabethtown, only Princetonlan
to win this honor.
"The only thing that will
keep me from entering this tournament is a broken leg," Mx.
Brown said.
Other Princetonians are equally determined to bring the
championship prizes.
Qualifying play will be Wednesday, July 27. Golfers wishing to qualify Sunday, Monday or Tuesday preceding that

Come In And Select
That New Fall Gabardine
Suit Now
On Our Lay-Away

All makes
Jesualz.Y
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
H. C. Russell,
watchmaker.
tfc
Prop.

WATCH MAKING:
-411114

FOR Summer coolness, see our
men's sharkskin and tropical
trousers in gray, blue, tan and
brown; in all sizes, $4.77 to
De
$5.77. Federated Stores,
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station. Corner Plum & main.
tfc
Phone 557.

'PREP' FOR CHANNEL SWIM-Shirley May France, 16, of
Somerset, Mass., swims past the ferry slip at the Battery, New
York (July 10) and heads for Ravenhall Beach, Conel Island, a
distance of 8 miles. Shirley, a high school sophomore and the
holder of several women's professional swimming titles, is practising for her attempt to swim the English Channel this summer.
Her handlers are in rowboat. (AP Wirephoto)
cattle, veals, lambs, and hogs.
TOTAL HEAD-1610
Long Fed Steers-$24-$26
Short Fed Steers-$23-$25
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle-418-$22
Grass Fat Steers-$21-$24
date may do so, provided they 'Grain on Grass Steers--$23-$25
are not trying for the medal Baby Beeves---$21-$24
or championship flight, Mr. Fat Cows-$16-$18
Canners and Cutters-$11-$15
Moore said.
The tournament will be play- Bulls-$16-$20.50
Best Spring Lambs-$25.20
ed in flights, 16 to the
he said. It is possible the travel- Medium Spring Lambs-$22
ing trophy, received by the Fancy Veals--$26
champion, will go into some golf- No. 1 Veals-$25.80
er's keeping permanently this No. 2 Veals-$23.50
year as about half a dozen play- Throwouts-$18.50
ers have won it twice. Winning HOGS it three times gives possession. 200-230-$21.65
All club facilities are open to 235-280-$20.75
players and their families, Mr. 285-400-417.90
405-Up--17.60
Moore said. Entries will come
from Kentucky, Tennessee and 120-155---$1950
Alabama, the three states from 160-195--$21
Roughs 450 lb & under-$16.20
which the association, made up
Roughs over 450 lb-$15.50
of golf clubs with nine-hole
courses, is formed.
About half of our food supply
All persons planning to enter
13 preserved in tin cans.
the tournament are requested
to get their cards in at once so
that pairings and other plans
can be completed, Mr. Moore
said.
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Jr., is
treasurer of TVGA.
More than twice the number
of livestock were auctioned this
week as compared with the week
before, and prices were slightly
higher on nearly all grades of

Payment Down. Pay a little
each week All-Wool 3Piece Gabardine Suits as
low as

$32.50
New Fall Shades
BROWNS, BLUES,
TANS

All our Summer Suits Reduced To $20

Altera-

tions Free -

Roly Poly Glass Set,8 piece, with $5.00 purchase only
79c
Glass Set with Pitcher, 7 piece set with $5.00 purchase
only 95c

•••

APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar
20(
NAVY BEANS, choice hand picked
4 lbs.
49f
JAR RINGS,
dozen
(
5
MASON JARS, pints, doz. 69c
quarts, doz.
19f
TOMATOES, DelmoniPo
19 oz. can, 2 for
25f
CORN, Ski High, cream style country
gentlemen, 19 oz. can
15(
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
$ 1 45
25 lb. bag
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Del Monte, fancy
large, 29 oz. can
33f
MUSTARD, Economy, peppery hot,
2 lb. jar
16(
CONDENSED MILK,Sunshine
tall can
1 1f
PEAS, Miss Wisconsin, three sieve
Alaska, 19 oz. can
1 lif
DILL PICKLES, Dutch Maid
32 oz. jar
25(
POTATO SALAD, Lady Betty
16-oz. jar
22/(
SALMON, Del Monte, red Sockeye
16 oz. can
PAPER PLATES, Diamond
dozen to pkg.
15(
SARDINES, Sea-Wet
15 07. can
15f

49

ASPARAGUS, Bonny Lass, cut, all
green, No. 300 can
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas, Indiana
14 oz. bottle
JAR CAPS, Zinc,
dozen
COFFEE, Loving Cup
3 lbs. $1.15; lb.
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. box
FLOUR, Lite Flake, plain
25 lb. bag
DEVILS FOOD CAKE MIX, Betty
Crocker, 20 oz. pkg.
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Fleecy White
32 oz. jar
TUNA FISH, Chicken of the Sea
grated, No. it can
PEACHES, Remarkable, mixed sizes,
light syrup, 29 oz. can
PEANUT BUTTER, Enchantress
16 oz. Jar
PIMENTOES, Sunshine
4 oz. jar
PRESERVES, Smucker's pure Apricot
3 32-oz. jars
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden,
quart jar
PAPER CUPS, Dixie,
6 oz size, pkg.
PAPER FORKS or SPOONS
pkg.

L3
0)(1

CHUCK ROAST
pound

21(
15(

VALUES - VALUES - VALUES
ladies bemberg dresses, for the
hot days ahead. You'll want
two at this low price of $3.99.
Federated Stores,
ltc
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
tfc
FOR That well-dressed look, see
our men's tropical worsted
Suits in tan, blue and gray.
$20.00. Federated Stores.
ltc
ONE-STOP STATION: Open 5
A. M. to midnight. Corner
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons having claims
against the estate of Eliza N.
Hubbard, deceased, are to present same, properly proven, to
me on or before Thursday, July
28, 1949.'All owing the estate are
to pay debts by same time.
Mark Cunningham,
Administrator
3tc
Baby cottontail rabbits are
able to care for themselves at :he
age of three weeks.

RECAP THAT SLICK TIRE
NOW!
Now, more than ever, you save money recap1
2 price of lowest priced
ping your tires - - - only /
new tire.
We Guarantee our caps 100 percent . . . now you have a
better carcass . . . Now We have better rubber . . . You can't
lose . . . Do it NOW!

Princeton Tire &Recapping Co.
211 N. Harrison

Phone 2819
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LETTUCE, 4 des. size,
head
('ANTALOUPES, Posey County
each

SATURDAY

PRIMARY

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
WATERMELONS
pound
('ELERY, 3 dos. size
each

AT AUCTION: Lot 100 x 150 ft.
corner of Dorroh and Shelby
streets, Fredonia. The old site
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Saturday, July 16,
at 3 o'clock. Right reserved to
reject any and all bids. Anyone desiring further information see Ray Blackburn, Fredonia Postoffice. Church Trus2tp
tees.

PIE & ICE CREAM SUPPER: FOR expert paint and body repairs, see Randolph Motors. FOR SALE;
Friday night, July 15, at Fem.
01au8a4Eitnlidiesd,P*14oTarshue7xplidiftili°: h 4
He
For Sales and Service.
eraville School. Sponsored by
Cruiser iilelin
i atmrosi
school and Farmersville Home"LOOK! ! Don't forget our autoltp
makers Club.
Alitit.lkt:wpttiaott5neoprh.ri,uevmeraelata: 1
mobile auction sale every saturday beginning at 10:30 A.
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
M. rain or shine. We sell inand trucks, see Randolph
ctoors. $2.00 if car or truck
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv1W
doesn't sell-$10 If they do sell.
ice.
Anybody can sell, anybody can TRAILERS
Pshl-L:tn.e :124
-5
Park..
-."--' -used.
PIANOS: Both new and
buy. Main Street Car Exchange
water, sewer,
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
& Auction Co., Hopkinsvile, service laundry r,
52tp
Hopkiasville, Ky.
ltc
p
sopoo
Ky."
stp
Tig
Qnuristo;;
r .
MENS $10.95 Rand dress oxfords
Blanket
OUTSTANDING
THE
two tone ventilated, woven,
buy of the year. Large 70x80 MEN, if you want eve
shoes, or year round shoes
work clothes to look
in. 5% wool pairs--blue, green,
solid smooth calfskins. One
see our type 4 Array
or rose plaids $3.59 pr. 50c
low price $5.00. Federated
down and lay away 50c week.
Pants-43.49 in tan, viy
Stores.
ltc
Blanket Sale going on. Buy
green with shirts to
ltc
now. Federated Stores.
NEW FALL SHEER DRESSES
$2.49. Federated 9taqi

MITCPILIE LE11.1-1 1.111

MEAT SPECIALS
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
pound

",
r1001

FINE VAL1NCOT Cotton dresses
cool pique, striped chambray,
fine percales. 12 'to 48. $2,44
lie
Federated Stores.

Livestock Market

Plan - Small

Thursday, July' 4, li
ixer
piiii:ii
kiyne.sw,trAahsdtedeL
Lovely dark crepes Latest New
i,ztrre
Et::.vvrst:F.
York styles sizes 6 to 20----and
tor, 8 ft.
size, le soot
twio
aBrLawa
18 1r, thru 241,4 see these today
Rrid
,aese
rillidlirt
ari
thf
eee
Grill and Shell Service, Let
at $3.99. Federated Stores lie
-sac asea-asad- wash.. ituu.c ear
-of-195tr.-Ifni: N
eREAg SITITER
"
irr
while you enjoy a steakburger.
Kuttawa. sto12resto. 42
day night, Juy 22, at 1:30
Corner Madihonville Si Mco'clock at the home of Mrs. TACUEg----VALIAti
g.y
Goodwin. Owned and operated
DiqUe Satterfield, Eddy Creek.
li
bueyrs
e'smpone
re.fattheoturyow8104
by Rufus Boaz, Ova Shelton.
Sponsored by Young Peoples'
lip
Sunday School Class of Eddy
FOR SALE: Used tee boxes, Mc-. Creek Baptist Church. The
Hp
public is invited.
tfc
a
Connell Electric Co.

Iflf

$HER IT

1 5f
20f

Red Front Stores

Int
iY is a
War fat
ij of
name,
Mamor•
(Ala
Siifloun
The
War d

•

EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

A VETERAN OF WORLD WAR II
A FRIEND YESTERDAY, TODAY
AND TOMORROW
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